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Abstract

Models predict that photochemistry is the primary contribution to the observed spring 

surface ozone maxima in the Northern Hemisphere. Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are the 

limiting reagents for photochemical ozone production. This fact leads to an apparent 

paradox, because the short lifetime of NOx should lead to a low mixing ratio of NOx 

far from source regions. However, chemical reservoirs of NOx such as peroxyacetyl 

nitrate (PAN) may provide a transport pathway for delivering NOx to “clean” marine 

pacific air masses. A coastal site in Washington, was chosen to investigate the 

relationship of NOx, PAN and ozone in marine air from the Pacific during two 

consecutive spring campaigns in 1997 and 1998. In this work, we develop a simple 

PAN decomposition model and compare the modeled to the measured PAN mixing 

ratios. We estimate ozone formation using the deviation in the measured NO to NO2 

ratio, from the Leighton cycle.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction to tropospheric chemistry

The oxidation potential and the chemical composition of the troposphere depends 

strongly on the concentration of the hydroxyl radicals (OH) and ozone (O3) 

[Thompson, 1992]. Both, the OH radical and ozone are recognized as the major 

oxidants for organic compounds in the troposphere. The dominant source of OH in 

the troposphere is the photolysis of ozone (O3) [Crutzen 1988]. Thus ozone is a key 

component in the tropospheric chemistry. Ozone also gains importance because it is a 

greenhouse gas [Fishman et al. 1979].

Tropospheric ozone has two major sources: Downmixing of stratospheric 

ozone [Roelofs and Lelieveld, 1997] and photochemical production within the 

troposphere. The lifetime of ozone, on the order of 4 weeks, is long enough to 

distribute ozone almost evenly around the globe. Throughout the Northern 

Hemisphere a seasonal cycle of ozone mixing ratio has been observed that shows a 

springtime maximum [Oltmans and Levy II, 1994]. Model calculations indicate that 

tropospheric photochemical ozone production is mainly responsible for this maximum 

[Lelieveld and Dentener, 2000]. Yienger et al. (1999) found in their model study that 

in spring net ozone transport in the free troposphere (2-10 km and for 30-60°N) turns 

negative and is offset by positive in-situ chemical production.
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Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are a chemical family consistent of nitric oxide (NO) 

and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). NOx plays a key role in the tropospheric chemistry, 

because they are main precursors of ozone and thus indirectly the hydroxyl radical. 

In-situ ozone production requires minimum NOx mixing ratios of 10-20 pptv 

(described later). Nitrogen oxides also pose a health problem to humans in urban and 

polluted areas [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1982].

The major sources of NOx are of anthropogenic origin. Combustion processes 

and biomass burning make up roughly 74% of the total emissions [Finlayson-Pitts and 

Pitts, 2000]. Natural sources include lightning, emissions from soils and biological 

production. The oceans contribute less than 0.01 % of the atmospheric NOx 

[Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000]. In remote areas, like over the Pacific Ocean, direct 

emission of ozone or its major precursor NOx should be negligible.

The atmospheric lifetime of NOx can range from 1-10 days. The rapid reaction 

of NO2 with OH results in typical lifetimes in the remote mid-latitude troposphere in 

spring and summer of the order of 1 to 2 days [Logan et al., 1981].

In the presence of light, NO2 photolyses to NO (reaction (1.1)). NO, however is 

quickly oxidized by ozone (0 3) to form N 02 again (reaction (1.2)). NO and N 02 are 

linked through these rapid interconversion reactions and typically referred to as NOx 

(NOx = NO + NO2). Under typical tropospheric condition, the oxidation of NO to NO2 

occurs within minutes [Atkinson and Lloyd, 1984], thus reactions (1.1) through (1.3) 

rapidly established a photostationary state.

(1.1)
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NO + O, -> NO, + O. (1.2)

0 (3P) + 0 2 — » o. (1.3)

Net: NO, + NO + 0 ,-+ N O  + NO, + O (1.4)

From reaction (1.1) and (1.2) we can calculate the ozone formation rate — which
dt

is the difference between the ozone production through the photolysis of NO2 and the 

ozone destruction through NO. Thus combining reaction (1.1) and (1.2) we can write 

equation (1.5):

The photolysis rate ( ku) is often referred to as J(N02). In this work, we exclusively 

use the term as J(N02) for the photolysis rate of NO2.

In the absence of other oxidants for NO, reaction (1.1) through (1.3) describe a 

null cycle, (see reaction (1.4)), and thus:

Leighton (1961) used this simple chemical mechanism to establish a relationship 

between the mixing ratios of ozone, and NOx, and light intensity, which is known as 

the Leighton relationship:

(1.5)

[7VO] = J (N 0 2) 
[M?2r * u x[0 3]

(1.7)
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Even though the assumption underlying the Leighton relationship are very limiting, 

Leighton’s approach still provides a first order approximation useful for “clean” 

atmospheres in which reaction (1.2) is the major loss process for NO.

In the presence of hydrocarbons or carbon monoxide this steady state is 

disturbed. When NO reacts with hydroperoxy (HO2) or alkylperoxy (RO2) radicals, 

where R represents an organic chain, NO2 is formed without destroying ozone.

Because reaction (1.8) or (1.9) substitutes for reaction (1.2), less ozone is destroyed in 

the NO2 photolytic cycle and O3 is produced. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified diagram 

of the ozone production mechanism.

For example, the oxidation of CO by the hydroxyl radical (OH) can lead to the 

production of hydroperoxy radical and thus via reaction (1.8) to net ozone production:

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.10)

(1.11)

(1.8)

(1.1)

(1.3)

(1.12)
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Figure 1.1: Ozone production mechanism

Schematic diagram o f reactions involving in the production o f ozone.



Net ozone production depends on the mixing ratio of NO present, because ozone and 

NO compete for reaction with HO2, leading to the following reaction sequence and 

therefore ozone destruction:

CO + OH —̂ CO2 + H  (1.10)

H + 0 2—^ H 0 2 (1.11)

H 02 + 0 2 —> OH + 2 (1.13)

Net: CO + 0 3 — (1.14)

The critical NO mixing ratio above which reaction (1.8) dominates reaction (1.13) and 

thus net ozone production occurs can be determined from the reaction rates k u  and 

&/./J- Using a more complex model, Crawford (1997) found the critical NO 

mixing ratio over the Pacific Ocean between 20 and 50°N to be of the order of 5 pptv. 

Thus in most regions of the troposphere, the limiting precursor of photochemical 

ozone production is NOx.

Over the ocean, the comparatively short lifetime of NOx and the lack of

significant NOx emissions may lead to NOx poor air that should limit photochemical

ozone production. For in-situ ozone production to occur in remote oceanic areas, like 

over the Pacific Ocean, a source of nitrogen oxides would have to counterbalance their 

rapid chemical loss. Moxim et al. (1996) summarize a mechanism in which 

peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) releases NOx following air mass warming. In this 

mechanism, NOx reacts to form PAN in source regions [Singh and Hanst, 1986]. PAN 

is then convected into the free troposphere where it is relatively stable. The lifetime of

6



PAN depends strongly on the temperature and ranges from 20 to over 100 days 

between -10°C and -30°C, respectively. Such low temperatures are frequently 

observed in the free troposphere over the Pacific [Singh al., 1998]. Thus PAN can 

act as a storage compound for reactive nitrogen and be transported far from its original 

source region. Figure 1.2 shows a diagram summarizing the theory of NOx transport 

in the form of PAN.

Measurements performed during the PEM-West B campaign over the Pacific 

ocean report high mixing ratios of PAN at altitudes above 6 km [Talbot et al., 1997]. 

As this free tropospheric air subsides and warms, PAN can decompose into a 

peroxyacetyl radical and N 02, acting as a direct source of NOx that could lead to 

photochemical ozone production in the lower troposphere. Thus, PAN may play a key 

role in the in-situ photochemical ozone production in the entire North Pacific region.

Penkett and Brice [1986] attribute the observed spring maximum of ozone 

mixing ratios in the northern high latitudes in part to the high local PAN mixing ratio 

maximum found in that season. Crawford et al. (1997) also estimate that 50% of the 

NOx found at altitudes between 0-1 km over the Northern Pacific can be attributed to 

the decomposition of PAN. Previous studies in the Arctic also have shown that ozone 

production rates can be linked to PAN decomposition [Beine et al., 1997]. In the high 

Arctic, however, the in-situ ozone production rate is very small compared to rates 

found by Penkett and Brice.

7
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Figure 1.2:PAN as source ofNOx

Schematic diagram o f the N0X to PAN conversion mechanism. PAN is transported 

across the ocean in the free troposphere, releasing N0X as the air subsides and 
warms.

As a result of anthropogenic emissions of NOx, tropospheric ozone has 

increased substantially over pre-industrial values throughout the Northern Hemisphere 

(e.g. Volz and Kley, 1988; Marenco et al., 1994). While this increase in ozone mixing 

ratios has slowed over North America and Europe it is continuing to increase over 

Asia [Logan, 1994], This rise in ozone mixing ratio is consistent with a rapid increase 

in NOx emissions from Asia [Akimoto et al., 1996; Van Ardeen et al., 1998]. Rising



emissions of ozone precursors over Asia will most likely increase net ozone in-situ 

production over the Northern Pacific Ocean.

1.2 Objectives of this study

The motivation of this work is to better understand the influence of nitrogen oxides on 

the ozone budget in remote areas over the Northern Pacific. In this work, we present 

the results from two spring campaigns (1997 and 1998) that were conducted at a 

coastal site in Washington State, the Cheeka Peak Observatory (CPO). We investigate 

the relationship of NOx, PAN, ozone, CO, radon, aerosols and non-methane 

hydrocarbons (NMHCs) at our measurement site. Using the spring 1997 data, we 

have already shown that during periods of rapid transport Asian anthropogenic 

emissions can be detected at CPO [Jaffe et al. 1999]. We compare our measurements 

of air chemical composition in the eastern Pacific with measurements made in the 

Western Pacific to investigate chemistry during transport. We also develop a simple 

PAN decomposition model incorporating our measurements to tests the hypothesis 

that PAN acts as storage compound for NOx on its transport across the Pacific Ocean, 

and its contribution to the NOx budget in the lower troposphere over the Pacific. 

Using our data we calculate ozone formation rates and compare them to model 

calculations for similar areas.

9
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2 Measurements

The measurements presented in this work were carried as part of the PHOBEA 

campaigns. PHOBEA is the project abbreviation for Photochemical Ozone Budget 

over the Eastern Pacific. The group leader was Professor Daniel Jaffe, who started 

this project at the University of Alaska Fairbanks (after the 1997 campaign Dr. Jaffe 

took a position at the University of Washington at Bothell). The campaigns were 

conducted in collaboration with different research institutes, mainly the Department of 

Atmospheric Science of the University of Washington at Seattle.

2.1 Measurement site

Our measurements were carried out in the months of March and April both in 1997 

and 1998, at the Cheeka Peak Observatory (CPO). Figure 2.1 shows the location of 

the station at the northern tip of the Olympic Peninsula, Washington State, USA (48.3 

N, 124.6 W, 480 m a. s. 1.). The Cheeka Peak Observatory is part of the 

NOAA/CMDL network of aerosol research stations and was chosen because of its 

location bordering the Pacific Ocean and previous use in aerosol research [Anderson 

et al. 1999 and references therein]. During spring, this site receives air characteristic 

of the clean Pacific about 50% of the time [Jaffe, personal communication].
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Figure 2.1:Map o f Cheeka Peak Observatory (CPO)
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As the project name suggests, we measured atmospheric chemicals involved in 

the ozone photochemistry. Specifically we measured ozone (O3), nitrogen oxides (NO 

+ NO2 = NOx), peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), carbon monoxide (CO) and the photolysis 

rate of nitrogen dioxide (J(N02)). Radon, aerosol number density, aerosol light 

absorption and scattering, and meteorological parameters such as temperature, relative 

humidity, wind direction and wind speed were measured by Tad Anderson and Dave 

Covert from the Department of Atmospheric Science, University of Washington, 

Seattle. The non-methane hydrocarbon (NMHC) measurements were performed by us 

and analyzed by Don Blake at the University of California, Irvine. Isentropic back 

trajectories were calculated twice a day (0 and 12 o’ clock universal time (UT)) for the 

period of the two campaigns by Joyce Harris at NOAA-CMDL, Boulder, Colorado.

This thesis documents the NOx (NO + NO2) and J(N02) analysis during both 

campaigns using the other data mentioned above to interpret our findings.

2.2 Instrumentation

The instruments were located in one trailer with the inlet lines attached to the top of a 

sampling tower resulting in a measurement height of 10 m above the ground. We used 

Teflon (PFA) inlet lines (0.125 and 0.25 in. inner and outer diameter, respectively). 

One sampling inlet line was shared for CO, O3 and PAN measurements. The air was



filtered with a Teflon filter (47 ram diameter, pore size 1 pm) at the inlet of the line, 

and placed under a rain guard at the top of the sampling tower.

NO was measured with a high-sensitivity chemiluminiscence detector 

(described in Chapter 3), NO2 was converted to NO via ultraviolet (UV) photolysis 

and measured as NO. A second NO instrument was used in the 1997 campaign to 

provide (1) calibrations for the PAN instrument and (2) to provide an additional 

quality control and intercomparison with the primary NOx instrument, see Chapter 4. 

The photolysis rate of NO2 was recorded using a 4u radiometer (Meteorologie Consult 

GmbH, Glashutten, Germany). As this thesis focuses on the analysis of the nitrogen 

oxide data analysis and interpretation we will discuss these instruments in more detail 

in Chapter 3.

Carbon monoxide (CO) was measured with a commercial non-dispersive 

infrared absorbance instrument (API-300, Advanced pollution Instrumentation, San 

Diego, CA) modified to reduce water vapor interference and to improve detection 

limits. The instrument is identical to one described previously [Jaffe et a l, 1998]. 

The water interference was reduced by removing water vapor from the inlet air with a 

counter-flow nafion gas dryer (Permapure Inc., Toms River, NJ). In this configuration 

the 3 a  CO detection limit was 42 ppbv for a 20 min. average. The same standard 

(Scott Specialty Gases, Plumsteadville, PA, 9.6 ppmv CO in N2) was used for both 

years.

13



Ozone was recorded with a commercial ultraviolet absorption instrument 

(Dasibi 1008, Dasibi Environmental Corp. Glendale, CA.). The instrument was 

calibrated before and after the campaign using a standard ozone calibrator (Columbia).

PAN measurements were made using a GC-ECD (Hewlett-Packard 5890, Palo 

Alto, CA). The 30m (0.53 mm I.D.) megabore capillary column (J&W DB-210) was 

kept at 35°C, and the ECD at 50°C. The carrier gas was Ar/CH4 flowing at 15 ml/min 

through the column and 35 ml/min through the ECD. Samples (1ml) were injected 

every 15 minutes. Calibrations were performed approximately every other week using 

a diffusion tube containing PAN in tridecane added to zero air [Gaffney et 1984], 

The mixing ratio of PAN in the standard was quantified as NO following reduction by 

CO in a 350° C catalytic gold converter [Bollinger et al., 1983]. Thus the PAN 

measurements were referenced to the same NIST traceable standard as was used for 

the NOx measurements. The PAN 3-a detection limit was 22 pptv and 27 pptv for 

1997 and 1998, respectively.

During the 1998 campaign, PAN calibrations were performed using a 

commercial PAN calibrator. The commercial calibrator (Meteorologie Consult 

GmbH, Glashutten, Germany.) generates known mixing ratios of PAN from the 

photolysis of acetone in the presence of NO and O2. Because the conversion is 

quantitative, the PAN mixing ratio is equal to the NO mixing ratio. For this 

calibration, the identical NO was used as for the NOx instrument calibration. Whole 

air samples were collected by filling the evacuated stainless-steel canisters to ambient 

pressure by opening the valve at the top of the sampling tower. After achieving

14



ambient pressure the valve were closed off again and the canisters sent back to the 

laboratory for GC-flame ionization detection analysis of non-methane hydrocarbons 

(NMHCs) [Blake et a l, 1994].

The aerosol instruments sampled the air through a vertical duct 40 cm in 

diameter from the top of the 10 m tower. The aerosol setup and instrumentation is 

described in detail by Anderson et al. (1999), so only a brief summary is given here. 

We used a condensation particle counter (CPC) to detect particles with a diameter 

larger than 10 nm, (TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) and an integrating nephelometer (model 

3563, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) to measure aerosol light scattering and backscattering at 

three wavelength. Aerosol light absorption at 550 nm was measured using 3 

absorption photometers (model PSAP, Radiance Research, Seattle, WA).

Radon was measured by capturing the daughter products on a filter [Whittlestone et al. 

1996].

2.3 Data separation

Figure 2.2 shows the average NO* mixing ratio as a function of local wind direction. 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the observatory receives very different air-masses 

depending on the wind direction. Wind from the east channeled by the Straits de Juan 

de Fuca tends to bring NOx-rich pollution from the continent especially from the 

Vancouver — Seattle corridor. Winds from the west on the other hand are expected to 

bring cleaner marine air. Examination of back trajectories show that some air arriving

15
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at the Cheeka Peak Observatory from the west had been influenced by the North 

American continent in the recent past. Because our goal is the understanding of 

Pacific marine air we want to remove these data from the “marine” air mass 

classification. We use the term “marine" for selected air-masses that we expect to 

show no influence by North American emissions. The term continental is used to refer 

to the portion of the data for which a North American influence is likely.

2800

2400

2000

1.1600 
Q.

O 1200 
z

800 

400 

0
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360

wind direction [deg]

Figure 2.2: NOx mixing ratio at CPO

NOx mixing ratios in dependence o f the wind direction, averaged per 10°. Black 

diamonds represent data from the 1997 campaign, gray dots data from 1998.



To separate air-masses influenced by emissions from North America from marine air 

we classified the data based on wind direction and speed, and the 10 day back 

trajectories. Only those periods with (1) wind directions between 150° - 300°, (2) 

wind speeds greater than 2 m/s and (3) trajectories which had no land contact up to 3 

days prior to reaching the station were classified as marine.

17
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3 NOx Instrumentation

In this chapter we discuss the instrumentation used for the detection of NO, NO2 and 

the NO2 photolysis rate during the two spring time PHOBEA campaigns in 1997 and 

1998. The NOx detection system including a NO chemiluminescence detector and 

NO2 photolysis instrument were designed and built by Harry Beine under the 

supervision of Professor Daniel Jaffe and used in earlier studies. An extensive 

description and data analysis can be found in Beine’s thesis and publications [Beine 

thesis 1996, Beine et al. 1996]. We have made a few improvements to the NO 

detector system which do not change the principle of operation. As the instrument 

remains mainly unchanged from their original configuration, we refer to Beine’s work 

[Beine 1996] for a detailed description of the instrument and only provide a short 

summary here.

3.1 The NOx detection system

Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the NOx instrumentation. A brief description of the 

significant components and a discussion of our improvements to the instrument are 

given following Figure 3.1 from the right to the left. Thus we start with the discussion 

of the principle of the NO detection system, followed by the description of the zeroing 

system, the NO2 photolysis cell and the calibration system. The instrument was 

designed to operate continuously on an automated measurement schedule.
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Figure 3.1:Schematic diagram o f the NOx instrument.

3.1.1 The principle of the NO detection

The NO chemiluminescence detector is based on the reaction of NO with ozone to 

form NO2. A fraction of the NO2 formed is in an excited electronic state and will 

release energy as it drops back into its ground state. While some excited molecules 

collisionally quench to the ground state, a small fraction relax via chemiluminescent 

light emission. The chemiluminescence appears in the red and infrared spectral region 

with a wavelength between 600 and 2800 nm. By holding pressure, temperature, and



the ozone mixing ratio constant in the reaction chamber the light emission becomes 

linearly proportional to the NO mixing ratio in the sample air introduced into the 

reaction chamber. A summary of the chemistry can be found in Beine [1996].

The reaction chamber (Rxn) is connected to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to 

record the light emission intensity. The PMT operates in photon counting mode and 

the signal is recorded by a personal computer (PC) in form of counts per seconds 

(cps).

A vacuum pump is directly connected to the reaction chamber to extract the 

NO2 and ozone subsequent to reaction and to maintain a sufficiently low pressure to 

not quench the excited NO2 before luminescing. A mass flow controller (MFC) 

upstream of the reaction chamber maintains a nearly constant pressure of 

approximately 7 torr inside the reaction chamber. The sample airflow through the 

reaction chamber was set to 1 standard liter per minute (slpm) with the actual flow rate 

logged by the PC program.

A constant mixing ratio of ozone is added directly into the reaction chamber to 

react with the sample air. The amount of ozone is not measured, rather the flow is 

monitored and adjusted to maximize the signal measured by the PMT. Ozone is 

produced inside a separate ozone generator box, built by the Geophysical Institute’s 

machine and electronic shop. Oxygen (O2) flows through a high voltage silent 

discharge tube and is ionized forming ozone. The high voltage (HV) is produced with 

a modified auto ignition powered by a 24 V DC power supply. While Beine used 2 

discharge tubes we found using a single discharge tube and adjusting the voltage lead
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to a higher and more stable ozone yield. The operating DC voltage was approximately 

20 V DC supplied to the HV transformer.

3.1.2 The zeroing system

Nitric oxide is not the only species that reacts with ozone to form a chemiluminescent 

product that overlaps light emission in the spectral region in which we detect NO. The 

zero system is designed to eliminate signals from other species, such as alkenes, from 

the NO signal and to establish a signal that is linearly proportional to the NO mixing 

ratio in the sample air.

To reduce the influence of other chemiluminescence reactions on the 

measurement the instrument continuously cycles between a zero and a measurement 

mode. Figure 3.1 shows a system of 4 solenoid valves that switch synchronously 

between the modes. Four valves are used in the shown pattern to maintain constant 

flow through the sample and bypass lines at all times. The ultraviolet radiation of a 

mercury lamp (Hg) is used to photolyze oxygen (O2) in the sample air producing two 

O atoms. These atoms react with O2 in the sample air to form ozone at the low ppm 

level. This small amount of ozone is allowed to react with any NO in the sample air in 

a volume of tubing known as the zero volume. Because the product of this reaction, 

NO2, is not chemiluminescent with O3, this pre-reaction efficiently removes NO from 

the zeroed inlet stream. The amount of ozone produced is adjusted to destroy 

approximately 98% to 99% of the NO in the air within the zero volume. In zero mode,
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the chemiluminescence of the NO depleted sample air is measured in the reaction 

chamber. The signal recorded during this zero mode is then subtracted from the 

subsequent signal in measure mode to separate the NO signal from instrument 

background noise, dark current and other influences. To account for the 1-2% NO that 

survived the zeroing the NO signal is divided by the zero- efficiency, see Section 

3.1.4. A zero efficiency of approximately 99% is chosen to remove NO without 

influencing reactions of alkenes with ozone, which are significantly slower than 

reactions of O3 with NO.

During measurement mode, flow through the zero system is maintained by a 

small bypass pump and regulated by a rotameter to approximately 1 1pm. Beine used 

a mass flow controller to maintain constant flow. We found that the less expensive 

rotameter functioned just as well. This alteration of the instrument is not significant as 

it does not improve its performance.

After combining zero and NO detection system we achieve a signal which is 

now linearly proportional to the NO mixing ratio in the sample air. Subtracting the 

signal in zero mode from the signal in measure mode also removes many instrumental 

artifacts.

3.1.3 The NO2 photolysis instrument

Nitrogen dioxide photolyzes primarily in the UV between 375 and 420 nm [Harker et 

al., 1977], producing NO + O. Oxygen atoms combine promptly with O2 to form
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small amounts of ozone, leaving the NO to be detected by the chemiluminescence and 

zero system. In our measurement setup NO2 in the sample air is photolyzed by a 300 

W Xenon lamp in the photolysis cell. An optical shutter shields the cell from the lamp 

light in NO measure mode and opens for “NOx” measure mode. The measurement 

sequence used in this study switched continuously between NO and “NOx” 

measurements. The “NOx” mode represents the signal with the shutter open, which is 

the signal from the NO already present plus the fraction of NO2 that has been 

photolytically converted back to NO via the photolysis cell. To calculate the NO2 

mixing ratio the NO mixing ratio from the previous measurement is subtracted from 

the measured “NOx” mixing ratio. The photolytic increase in NO is then divided by 

the NO2 photolysis efficiency to yield the NO2 mixing ratio present in the sample air.

The NO2 photolysis instrument is equipped with a dichroic mirror, which cuts 

off all lamp light below 350 nm and above 450 nm. The photolysis cell is made of 

pyrex with quartz windows to allow ultra violet light to pass through the flattened 

ends. More detail on the instrument components and photolysis reaction can be found 

in Beine [1996] and references therein.

These three main system components together provide photon count rates proportional 

to the NO and NO2 mixing ratios.
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3.1.4 NO calibration

The response of the PMT in counts per seconds (cps) is proportional to the NO mixing 

ratio in parts per trillion by volume (pptv) in the sample air added to the reaction cell. 

The proportionality factor is called the sensitivity to NO or S(NO) and has units cps 

per pptv NO. The instrumental sensitivity is measured via a standard addition 

procedure. This standard addition calibration occurs during the NO calibration mode 

of the instrument, see Table A.l, appendix A. A mass flow controller regulates the 

flow (approximately 5 seem) of NO calibration gas which is either added to the 

sample line or bypassed to a purge system. This guarantees steady flows and limits 

the possibility of irregularities due to back pressure.

To calculate the NO sensitivity, the PMT count rate during a normal NO 

measure cycle is subtracted from the count rate during the NO calibration cycle and 

divided by the diluted mixing ratio of the standard addition NO calibration gas.

s ( n o ) = ( 3 1 )
r n -r -NOcal.gas

Here count stands for the count rate and is calculated by subtracting the signal during 

zero mode from the signal during measure mode in the same cycle divided by the zero 

efficiency (zero-eff):
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The zero efficiency as described in Section 3.1.2 represents the fraction of NO 

destroyed in the zero volume. The zero efficiency is quantified by measuring the 

fraction of standard added NO that is zeroed by the zero system.

A mass flow controller maintains a constant flow of NO calibration gas 

through the lines. Continuous flow through the NO calibration lines is maintained by 

using a solenoid valve to switch between the bypass line and the line connected to the 

sample line. To reduce bleeding of NO calibration gas from the dead volume between 

the solenoid valve and the sample line after switching from NO calibration mode to 

NO measure mode, we shortened the connecting line and inserted a small tube which 

reduces the volume inside the flow tube. Beine had to discard at least one 

measurement point after each calibration due to NO calibration gas interference 

[Beine, 1996]. With our improvements no data points had to be discarded.

As the instrument switches between NO and “NOx” detection mode we can 

calculate the NO sensitivity during “NOx” measure mode, called S(NO)on (“on” refers 

to light on). Generally S(NO)on is larger then S(NO) as part of the NO and ozone 

naturally in the sample air reacts during the residence time in the inlet lines. In NOx 

measure mode the photolysis cell is illuminated and the NO2 formed in the lines is 

photolyzed and measured as NO. The difference between S(NO) and S(NO)0„ is 

usually small, in the range of a few percent, see Section 4.4.
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S(NO)on is calculated in measure mode analogous to S(NO):

Cf]\jn\-  ( C ° m t N O (ca I) ~  C 0 U n t  N O {m e a s)) \0{I\U)on — | (y.4)
NOcal.gas

With the data gathered during this measurement mode we can now calibrate our NO 

signal to achieve mixing ratios in pptv. We also gain information on the zero- 

efficiency.

3.1.5 NO* calibration

In our instrument set up we calibrate the NOx signal by titrating the NO calibration gas 

with ozone. Ozone is generated in a similar setup as used in the zero system, 

photolyzing tank oxygen with the UV light of a mercury lamp. In a small mixing 

volume the NO calibration gas reacts with the ozone to form NO2. The amount of 

ozone produced is adjusted to titrate approximately 2/3 of the NO to NO2. This 

mixture of NO and NO2 gas is added to the sample line in titration mode first in which 

the photolysis cell is darkened and only NO is measured. This allows us to calculate 

the exact amount of NO remaining in the NOx calibration gas mixture. The titration 

mode is followed by the “NOx” calibration mode. Using the above calculated NO 

sensitivity, S(NO) and S(NO)on and the titrate and “NOx” calibration signal we can 

calculate the NO2 conversion efficiency of the photolysis cell and the NO2 sensitivity 

of the instrument.

The NO2 conversion efficiency, conv-eff, is calculated as follows:
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Using the NO2 conversion efficiency we can calculate the NO2 sensitivity, S(NOz):

With these data all components are described and the entire instrument is calibrated.

3.1.6 Sample air inlet

The NOx detection system was operated in a trailer with the sample air inlet lines 

attached to a sampling tower on top of the trailer. The measurement height was 10 m 

above the ground. We used a 10.5m long Teflon (PFA) inlet line with 0.125 in. inner 

and 0.25 in. outer diameter resulting in a residence time of the sample air in the tubing 

of less than 0.5 s. The air sample inlet side of the Teflon line was attached to a Teflon 

filter (47 mm diameter, 1 pm) and protected against rain by a plastic rain guard. 

Inside the trailer the inlet line was split up into a sample air and bypass air line.

3.1.7 Automation of the measurement procedures

The NO and NO2 detection system is equipped with 6 solenoid valves and an optical 

shutter that are controlled by the PC program LABTECH [version 8.1, Laboratory 

Technologies Corporation, Wilmington, MA]. A combination of 4 solenoid valves is
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used to cycle between zero and measurement mode, while maintaining constant flow 

through the inlet and bypass tubes. The other solenoids and the optical shutter respond 

separately, resulting in 4 binary options for the complete system: (1) zero/ measure 

mode, (2) NO/ ”NOx” mode (shutter), (3) calibration/ measure mode and (4) titration 

on/ off mode. The variations of all possible configurations yields 16 different 

measurement modes, which are summarized in Table A.l in appendix A. The 

computer program LABTECH cycles through all possible combination of modes to 

get all the necessary data. A separate file is used as input for the mode sequence for 

the raw data files, see Table A.2, appendix A

3.2 The NO2photolysis rate sensor

The photolysis rate of NO2 was recorded using a 47r radiometer (Meteorologie Consult 

GmbH, Glashutten, Germany) based on the design of Junkermann, Platt, and Volz 

\Junkermann et al., 1987]. The sensor measures the actinic flux in the appropriate 

wavelength band using two filtered light detectors, one for downwelling and one for 

upwelling radiation. The instrument is recalibrated by the manufacturer annually with 

a chemical actinometer at the Forschungszentrum-Julich, Germany. The sensor was 

installed at the top of a 12 meter tower to minimize shadow effects. This is the same 

instrument that was used in our previous studies (e.g. Beine et al, 1997). The 

uncertainty is stated to be ± 8 %. [Volz-Thomas et al. 1996, Beine et al. 1999].
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4 Data analysis

In this thesis we focus on the analysis of the NO, NO2 and photolysis rate of NO2 

measurements recorded during the two consecutive spring time PHOBEA campaigns 

in 1997 and 1998. The instruments were continuously in operation from March, 9 to 

April, 29 1997 and March, 1 to April 30 1998. The final data presented in this work 

was reduced to hourly averages resulting in a total of 1239 and 1461 hourly averaged 

data points for 1997 and 1998, respectively.

4.1 The raw data files

The recorded data files span approximately 6 h as long as the program is not shut off 

manually or by line power irregularities. During both measurement campaigns the 

instrument recorded an average of 18 data points per hour, 9 for NO and 9 for NO2. 

An example of a typical raw data file can be viewed in appendix B1. The raw data file 

has remained mainly unchanged as set up by Harry Beine. We will therefore only 

briefly discuss the measurement parameters in form of a table (see Table B.2 in 

appendix B).

In the first column we record the mode of operation according to the sequence 

programmed for the campaign, see Table A.l and A.2, appendix A. As zero and 

measure modes within a certain configuration form a unit only the measure mode 

numbers are displayed and the data are stored within the same row in different



columns. Data required for analysis of NO and NO2 mixing ratios are the counts per 

second (cps) averaged over one minute (60 measurements) during zero and measure 

cycle, the standard deviation of the 60 1-second measurements, the time of 

measurement and the flow rates of sample air and calibration gas. The photolysis rate 

measurements are stored in the same file. We separately record the upwelling and 

downwelling signals of the J(N02) sensors. Other parameters are the pressure in the 

reaction chamber during zero and measure modes, the flow rate of oxygen into the 

ozone generator and a variable called light, which acts as an indicator for photolytic 

UV within the NO2 photolysis cell. These parameters are recorded as quality control 

of the data.

4.2 Quality control

4.2.1 Operational parameters

As described in Chapter 4.1 we record a number of operational parameters. Sudden 

changes in the pressure and flows within the instrument can indicate and or result in 

problems during the measurements. Data were checked for periods of flow and 

pressure irregularities. For example, the pressure during the 1997 and 1998 

campaigns was extremely stable at a mean of (6.54 ± 0.01) torr and (6.65 ± 0.04) torr, 

respectively. Zero and measure mode pressures were identical within each campaign. 

No data points were discarded due to pressure variability. The flows of sample and 

calibration gas show similar consistency in 1997 and 1998. The flows usually varied
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less than 2% around the mean. Data points with a fluctuation of more than 5% were 

discarded.

The power supply for the Xenon lamp in the NO2 photolytic converter is very 

sensitive to line power fluctuations. A photodiode was located behind the photolysis 

cell to measure the UV light intensity during operation and used to detect failures of 

the Xenon lamp. The intensity is recorded as a voltage and should vary between two 

values for open and closed shutters. The voltages are not expected to stay constant 

over the campaign as the lamp output degrades with increasing lamp run time. Large 

variability within the slow decreasing drift of the light intensity indicates problems 

and data were rejected for these times. In 1997 the mean voltage was (1.69 ± 0.29) V. 

Data was rejected if the light intensity dropped below 1.60 V. For the 1998 campaign 

the mean voltage was(1.60 ± 0.12) V and data points with voltages below 1.40 V were 

excluded.

4.2.2 NO intercomparison

During the 1997 campaign a second NO detector, built by Dr. Bill Simpson was used 

at the site. The second NO instrument (called NO-II for clarity) was nearly identical 

to the primary NO chemiluminiscence detector. Except when being used for PAN 

calibrations, the second NO instrument measured the ambient NO mixing ratio as a 

quality control measure. Both instruments used the same NO calibration standard. 

We compared the hourly-averaged NO mixing ratios at all times where each 

instrument reported data and found a slope of 0.983 (for NO-II response divided by
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the primary NO response) with an R-squared value of 0.978, N=1032. Each 

instrument ran on a separate measure-zero cycle, which were not synchronized. 

Therefore, some of the variation between the instruments could have arisen from 

sampling air at slightly different times.
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Figure 4.1: NO instrument intercomparison

Instrument comparison between the primary NO detector used in 

this study and the secondary NO instrument used in 1997 for the 

PAN instrument calibration.



4.3 Instrument calibration

4.3.1 MFC calibration

The flow rates through the instrument were measured and controlled with mass flow 

controllers, which were calibrated with a bubble flow meter [Gillian, Gillibrator] 

before every campaign. Linear regression was used to calculate the flowrates, 

corrected for pressure, temperature and relative humidity, in standard liter per minutes 

(slpm) from the voltage recorded in the data files.

4.3.2 Calibration gas

For the standard addition calibrations, approximately 5.00 ± 0.03 seem (standard cubic 

cm per minute) of 3 ppmv of NO in N2 (Scott-Marrin, Inc., Riverside, CA, 3.00 ± 0.06 

ppmv NO) were added as a standard addition to the ambient flow. The flow rate was 

controlled by a mass flow controller (MFC) and the flow was monitored continuously. 

The precise flow rate was calculated for each calibration cycle using the calibration 

factors for the MFC. After the two campaigns the calibration gas was cross calibrated 

against a NIST traceable standard (NO in N2, 4.73 ± 0.07 ppmv, February 5, 6 and 18, 

1998,), which led to the correction of the Scott-Marrin standard concentration to 3.21 

± 0.09 ppmv NO.
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4.4 Calibration parameters

As described in Chapter 3 we calculated the instrumental sensitivity and other 

important calibration parameters using data gathered during the different modes of 

calibration. Figure 4.2 shows the time series of the NO sensitivity (S(NO), black 

diamonds) for the 1997 campaign calculated according to equation (3.1). During the 

first half of the 1997 measurement campaign calibration by standard addition was 

performed automatically every 6 h. For the second half of the 1997 campaign and 

during the whole 1998 campaign the calibration frequency was increased to 3 h 

intervals.

As can be seen the NO sensitivity varies not only over the course of the campaign 

but shows small differences from one calibration to the next. We believe that the 

variability of the calibration data over the whole campaign portraits a real drift in the 

instrument sensitivity. The fluctuations of the NO sensitivity within a 24-hour period, 

on the other hand, are partially related to the statistical variability of the measurement 

and other short time interferences.

To minimize the influence of these short time fluctuations we decided to use fit 

functions to approximate the drift of the NO sensitivity over the campaign instead of 

applying the individual measured calibration to the surrounding data.

We used Sigma Plot [version 4.1, SPSS, Chicago, IL 1997] polynomial fit options 

to calculate fit functions in dependence of the day of year (DOY) for the two NO 

sensitivities, S(NO) and S(NO)on, see Chapter 3.1.4. For better results the 1997 NO
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sensitivity time series was split up into three sections, part 1 spanned from DOY 66 to 

DOY 92, part 2 from DOY 92 to DOY 97 and part 3 from DOY 97 to DOY 120. Part 

1 and 3 were approximated with a polynomial function of third order, in the form of:

y(x) = y 0+ yxx x  + y 2x x 1 +yi xx\(4.1)

where the variable x stands for DOY, day of year.

For part 2 a linear interpolation was used to smooth the connection of the two fit 

functions. The fit functions are summarized in Table B3. Figure 4.2 shows the 

combined fit functions (solid line) and the measured NO sensitivity measurements 

(black diamonds) for 1997. The dashed lines on both sides of the fit function display 

the Standard Deviation of the fitted data. The mean sensitivity over the whole 

campaign was 4.212 cps/pptv, which the fit function approximates to 4.215 cps/pptv. 

The variation of calculated fit values around measured data shows a near Gaussian
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distribution with a maximum difference of less than 2%, (S(NO) -  Fit{S(NO)})

Because of uncertainties in the calibration procedure (e.g. flow of calibration standard) 

these variations are reasonable. A summary of the comparison between measured and 

fitted calibration parameters can be found in Table 4.1.

The NO sensitivity measured while the shutter in the NO2 photolytic converter 

is open, S(NO)on is usually slightly higher than the NO sensitivity, see Section 3.1.5. 

For the 1997 campaign the S(NO)on was on average (0.9 ± 0.9)% higher than S(NO). 

We used the same polynomial fit functions as for S(NO) only yo was increased slightly
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Figure 4.2: NO sensitivity for the 1997 campaign.

The black diamonds indicate the measured S(NO), the thick gray line indicates the fit 

function used for the data analysis. The thin solid lines indicate the Standard 

Deviation o f the fitted data.

from —103.1 to -103.05 and -65.46 to-65.44, for part 1 and 2 respectively. The 

campaign means from fit and measured sensitivity are fairly close with 4.249 cps/pptv 

and 4.253 cps/pptv, respectively. The variation between measurements and 

calculations average around (0 ± 2) %, see Table 4.1.

Although the zero -efficiency stayed fairly stable over the whole campaign in 

1997 a polynomial fit was used to smooth the variability, (Table B.2). This also 

simplified the data analysis program, which is attached in appendix C.
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Table 4.1: Calibration parameters

Comparison o f the measured calibration parameters with their fit  functions for the 

1997 and 1998 campaign.

parameter measured 
mean ± std. dev.

fit function 
mean ± std. dev

fractional variability 
between the measured 
and fitted calibration 

data

( measured -  
measured

1997 zero-eff 0.984 ±0.004 0.984 ± 0.003 0.000 ± 0.002
1997 S(NO) 4.212+0.133 4.215 ±0.104 -0.001 ± 0.020
1997 S(NO)„n 4.253 ±0.133 4.249 ± 0.099 0.000 ±0.019
1997 conv-eff 0.294 ± 0.037 0.294 ± 0.034 0.000 ± 0.072
1998 zero-eff 0.986 ±0.006 0.986 ± 0.005 0.000 ± 0.002
1998 S(NO) 3.858 ±0.117 3.851 ±0063 0.001 ±0.027
1998 S(NO)on 3.921 ±0.122 3.919 ±0.062 0.000 ± 0.029
1998 conv-eff 0.316 ±0.049 0.315 ±0.046 -0.006 ± 0.083

The NO2 conversion efficiency is expected to decrease as the Xenon lamp in 

the photolytic converter ages. In 1997 we started the campaign with a NO2 conversion 

efficiency close to 40%, which decreased to approximately to 25%. We separated the 

time series into two sections and used linear regressions as fit functions. After an 

instrument failure around DOY 90 the lamp remained shut off for several days. The 

overall degeneration of the lamp seemed to have slowed down after this break in the 

measurements, as can be seen in a change in the slope in Figure 4.3. The variation 

between fit and measurements showed a close to Gaussian distribution with less than 

10% variation on average.
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DOY

Figure 4.3: NO2 conversion efficiency for the 1997 campaign.

The triangles represent the measurements, the solid line indicates the fit function used 

in the analysis.

In 1998 the NO sensitivity time series was split into 2 sections as well. Fit 1 

spanned DOY 62 to 74, and fit 2 from DOY 85 to 104. Again a linear interpolation 

was used to connect fit 1 and 2. See Table B.3 for a summary of the fit function used 

for the 1998 data set. Figure 4.4 shows the measured and calculated NO sensitivity 

time series for 1998. At the end of the campaign we lost data due to instrument 

problems. For the section after DOY 104 we used a linear interpolation with one end 

point being the last fit value from fit 2 and the other the NO sensitivity measured at 

DOY 118.8, although only data up to DOY 108 are included in this work.
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DOY

Figure 4.4: NO sensitivity for the 1998 campaign.

The black diamonds indicate the measured S(NO), the thick gray line indicates the 

fit function used for the data analysis. The thin solid lines indicate the Standard 

Deviation o f the fitted data.

Analogous as to the 1997 campaign the S(NO)0„, was overall higher than 

S(NO) by about (1.7 ± 3.0)%. We used the same method for the fit function as for the 

1997 data set increasing yoof the S(NO)-fit function to describe S(NO)on, see Table 

B.3. The measurements and calculations agree on average within (0 ± 3)%. A 

statistical summary of the instrument sensitivities can be found in table 4.1.

The zero efficiency in 1998 varied more than during the 1997 campaign. We 

selected two polynomial fit functions for the segment from DOY 62 to 80 and DOY
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83 to 108. A linear interpolation was used to connect the two fit functions for the 

period between DOY 80 and DOY 83. Overall the zero efficiency varied from a 

minimum of 0.97 to close to 1.

In 1998 we started the campaign with a new Xenon lamp in the NO2 photolytic 

converter. This explains the somewhat rapid decrease of NO2 conversion efficiency 

from DOY 62 to 75, see Figure 4.5. After DOY 75 the lamp degeneration seemed to 

slow significantly. As in the 1997 data set we used two separate linear regressions to 

smooth the variability. The difference between the fit and measurements over the 

whole campaign averages to less than 10%, see Table 4.1.

DOY
Figure 4.5: NO2 conversion efficiency for the 1998 campaign.

The triangles represent the measurements, the solid line indicates the fit function

used in the analysis.



4.5 Calculation of NO and N 02 mixing ratios

The raw data were processed with several Quickbasic (Microsoft Corp., Seattle, WA) 

programs using the fit functions for the calibration parameters (see Section 4.4) to 

calculate the mixing ratios of NO and NO2. First the time register in the raw data file 

was converted into DOY. In a subsequent step the data in NO measure cycle were 

selected and the NO mixing ratios, [NO] were calculated according to equation (4.2):

r . V O l  1  l 4 2 )

S(NO)f,

Here S(NO)Fit and zero-effFit stand for the NO sensitivity and the zero-efficiency 

calculated using the fit function for the exact same DOY as the NO measurements.

For the NO2 mixing ratio, the counts during the previous NO measure cycle 

have to be subtracted from the counts during the NOx measure cycle and then divided 

by the NO2 conversion efficiency:
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where the subscript Fit indicates the calibration parameter calculated using the fit 

functions described in Chapter 4.4.

The final data is reported as hourly averages.



4.6 Analysis o f the NO2 photolysis rate data

The raw data file includes two columns for the voltages recorded from the J(NC>2) 

sensors. With a Quick Basic program these voltages are calculated into hourly 

averages. Both sensors showed an offset voltage during nighttimes, when no light 

should be recorded. This offset is subtracted from the voltages, which are then 

multiplied by the calibration factor given by the manufacturer. The calibration factors

10~3 10-3 10'3are 1.76  rand 1.69  r , for the upwelling sensor and 2.17  r and 2.21
(sxV) (sxV) (sxV)

for the downwelling sensor for 1997 and 1998, respectively.

Late in the 1998 campaign, the upwelling sensor broke. To estimate the NO2 

photolysis rate we used the information from the preceding period with two sensors to 

estimate the albedo, which can be approximated by dividing the upwelling by the 

downwelling signal. Assuming that the albedo does not change during the remainder 

of the campaign we used the albedo (a & 0.107) and the downwelling signal to 

estimate J(NC>2).

4.7 NO nighttime artifact

For clean nighttime air, that is far from direct NO sources, the reaction cycle described 

in Chapter 1 is interrupted. NO will quickly react with ozone to form NO2, but NO2 

can not be photolyzed back to NO. Thus, at night, the NO mixing ratio in clean
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marine air should be zero.. A nighttime signal due to other interfering 

chemiluminescence reactions in the reaction chamber will be interpreted as NO. This 

is called the NO nighttime artifact.

We calculated the nightly artifact for both campaigns. In 1997 we used the 

photolysis rate of NO2 (J(N02) ) as a cutoff criterion for nighttime, selecting all NO

measurements for J(N02) smaller than 0.07 x 10'3 —. In 1998 due to problems with
s

the J(N02) sensor we used the times between 3 UT and 15 UT, which corresponds to 

local times of 7 PM to 7 AM, as a selection criterion.

The nightly artifact in 1997 averaged at (-0.32 ± 1.12) pptv NO per hourly 

averaged value and in 1998 at (0.41 + 0.68) pptv NO. Compared to the detection limit 

and the uncertainties of the measurement, see Chapter 4.8, the NO nighttime artifact is 

small. We therefore decided not to correct our hourly averages for the NO artifact.

4.8 The  filter for local pollution
^count

As described in Chapter 2.3 we separated out clean marine air-masses to study the 

photochemistry in clean background air. As Fig. 2.2 indicates, the maximum NOx 

mixing ratios coincided with easterly winds, but occasionally, air-masses assigned as 

marine exhibited some high values, possibly due to local sources. In these 

interference cases it is possible that complex wind patterns brought local pollution to 

the station. Also, ship traffic off the western Washington coast could have contributed 

to the occasionally elevated mixing ratios measured during marine air flow periods.
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Time periods with elevated NQX mixing ratios and variability usually coincided with

elevated aerosol concentrations and variability indicating local emission sources as

their most likely cause.

During every measurement, data from 60 s are averaged and stored as 1 min.

averages with the standard deviation of the 1 s values. As the chemiluminescence

reaction follows the Poisson statistic the standard deviation of these 1 s values should

equal the square root of the counts observed in the 1 second period (averaged over 60

measurements believed as duplicate experiments).

S _ Std.Dev.(1 sec. c 
Scour* 1̂ (I sec .cou n t)

Instrument irregularities like sudden changes in the sample or gas flow rates or

$
pressure in the reaction chamber can lead t o   much larger or smaller than 1. On

S count

the other hand very variable NOx mixing ratios during the 1 minute measurement

$
period, like pollution spikes, will also lead t o  >1 because these spikes invalidate

Scount

the assumption of duplicate measurements.

£
We used a Quickbasic program to calculate the -------  for all measurement

S  count

g
modes during both campaigns. We chose th e   for the zero mode in 1997 as the

S count

background distribution because the zeroing procedure suppresses concentration
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fluctuations in these data. The ------  approximately describe a Gaussian distribution.
^co u n t

As cutoff value for polluted or problematic data we chose the mean value for the 1997 

zero mode ± 2 standard deviations (mean = 1.032, la  = 0.110). This means that only

g
data points with a  between 0.812 and 1.25 for the measure mode will be

^  count

included into the hourly averages. In addition, hourly averages were discarded if more 

than or 2/3 of the original data points for this hour had to be discarded. As the NO2 1- 

minute averages are based on the previous NO measurement all NO2 hourly averages 

were discarded for which we had to discard the NO hourly average. Similar data

$
reduction was preformed by Honrath [1991]. Beine [1996] used the -------  as a

^count

quality control parameter. With our data rejection criterion less than 5 % of NO and 

NO2 1-minute averages were discarded.

4.9 Detection limits and uncertainties

As described in detail in Beine [1996] the detection limit for the photon counting 

technique used in this work is:

(4.5)
lNO] S(NO) V  

for NO mixing ratios and analogous for NO2. Here t stands for the time in seconds 

over which the measurements are averaged. The median NO sensitivity for the 

campaigns for 1997 and 1998 were 4.23 counts per second cps/pptv(NO) and 3.84



cps/pptv(NO), respectively. Table 4.2 summarizes the detection limits for both 

campaigns. The 3 g  detection limits for the hourly averages are calculated by dividing 

the 1-minute 3 g  detection limits by the Square Root of the number of duplicate 

measurements per hour (9).
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Table 4.2: NO and NO2 detection limits.

NO and NO2 detection limits for the 1997 and 1998 measurement campaign

parameter 1997 campaign 1998 campaign

median S(NO) 4.23 cps/pptv(NO) 3.84 cps/pptv(NO)

median S(N0 2 ) 1.21 cps/pptv (N02) 1.19 cps/pptv (N02)

3 a  NO detection limits 
(1 minute average)

5.37 pptv 6.09pptv

3 g  N 0 2 detection limits 
(1 minute average)

18.76 pptv 19.49 pptv

3 g  NO detection limits 
(hourly average)

1.79 pptv 2.03 pptv

3 g  N 0 2 detection limits 
(hourly average)

6.25 pptv 6.50 pptv

The 3 a  detection limits for NO for the one-minute averages for 1997 and 1998 

were 5.37 pptv and 6.09 pptv, respectively, and 1.79 pptv and 2.03 pptv in the hourly 

averages (9 one-minute measurements of NO and N 02 per hour). The median N 02 

sensitivity for the whole campaign was 1.21 cps /pptv N 02 and 1.19 cps/pptv N 02 for 

1997 and 1998, respectively. The 3 a  N 0 2 detection limit for the one-minute averages 

is 18.76 pptv N 02 and 19.49 pptv N 02 for 1997 and 1998, respectively and 6.25 pptv 

and 6.50 pptv for the hourly averages in 1997 and 1998, respectively.



We estimated the uncertainties of our NO and NO2 measurements using the 

uncertainties of the mass flow controllers, the error in the calibration gas standards and 

the noise of the calibration parameters. Assuming all of these errors to be independent 

we apply quadratic addition error propagation, resulting in an uncertainty in the NO 

measurement of 4.6% and 4.5 % for 1997 and 1998 respectively and 13.4% and 15.1% 

for the NO2 measurements in 1997 and 1998 respectively. These uncertainties contain 

only the known errors from the calibration; systematic errors are not included.

At low signals, i.e. close to the detection limit, the statistical uncertainty on the 

signal measured can dominate these errors.
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5 Data

Here we present a summary of the hourly averages of the NOx measurements for both 

spring time campaigns. We include the most significant chemical species and aerosol 

and meteorological parameters because they are important for the interpretation and 

understanding of the NOx data.

5.1 The complete data set

Our first campaign took place from March 9 to April 29, 1997, which corresponds to 

DOY (Day Of Year) 68 to DOY 120, resulting in a total number of 1239 data points 

per species. During the 1998 campaign the instruments were operated from March 1 

to April 30, 1998, corresponding to DOY 60 to DOY 120, with a maximum of 1461 

hourly averaged data points. In 1998 we experienced instrument problems with the 

NOx detection system leading to data loss after DOY 107 (April 17,1998).

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the time series of the CO, ozone, NOx, PAN and 

aerosol number density (CN) for the whole campaign. The large , dark gray dots 

represent measurements during marine air mass episode. The small black dots 

indicate all non-marine air mass measurements. The non-marine air-masses overall 

show higher mixing ratios for O3, CO, PAN and NOx and higher concentrations for 

CN measurements.



Tables 5.1a and b show a statistical summary for CO, O3, NOx, J(N02), PAN, Radon 

and CN. The high mean and median mixing ratios of NOx and PAN usually are 

associated with polluted air. In particular, the NOx time series show a wide range of 

mixing ratios. In Figure 5.1 and 5.2 the high mixing ratios during pollution events 

dwarf the mixing ratios during cleaner air-masses and make it impossible to see 

variability in clean air.
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Table 5.1a: Statistical summary o f the 1997 PHOBEA campaign

1997 Median Mean Std.

Deviation

N 5th

percentile

95th

percentile

CO
[ppbv]

155.00 159.21 22.44 1177 131.27 202.39

0 3
[ppbv]

44.10 43.50 4.94 1181 34.35 50.40

NO
[pptv] ♦

30.65 111.83 211.08 538 3.22 527.10

N 0 2
[pptv]

195.09 548.62 860.45 1078 42.02 2498.25

NOx
[pptv]

205.84 600.71 939.01 1078 44.01 2686.75

J(N 02)
[10'3 /s]

0.27 2.16 3.13 1173 0.00 9.50

PAN
[pptv]

103.94 144.34 128.48 1142 11.47 409.52

Rn
[mBq/m3]

630.50 833.87 572.83 1224 312.00 2029.00

CN
[cm'3]

606.00 1287.34 1494.83 1181 112.00 4334.00

♦ stands for data from daytime only

The objective of the PHOBEA campaign is the investigation of the photochemical

ozone budget in the remote Pacific troposphere. High levels of chemical species as

found in polluted or continental influenced air-masses affect the balance of chemical



reactions. Thus, to understand the unperturbed background ozone chemistry, we need 

to separate out data during marine on shore airflow periods. The lifetimes of the 

chemical species discussed here range from the order of days (NOx) to months (CO) 

[Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000]. To minimize the influence of continental and 

polluted air-masses by mixing with marine air or transport over the ocean we based 

our data separation on calculated backtrajectories. The criteria for separating out the 

marine air-masses during the campaigns are discussed in Section 2.3.

Table 5.1b: Statistical summary o f the 1998 PHOBEA campaign

1998 Median Mean Std.

Deviation

N 5*

percentile

95th

percentile

CO
[ppbv]

174.02 178.47 21.73 1387 153.56 216.86

o3
[ppbv]

45.36 44.84 5.88 1407 33.90 54.11

NO
[pptv] ♦

16.43 76.14 169.14 430 1.75 326.66

n o 2
[pptv]

103.50 336.39 670.21 1047 15.55 1336.62

NOx
[pptv]

111.95 369.19 727.25 1047 16.62 1477.40

J(N 02)
[10‘3 /s]

0.32 2.60 72.20 1176 0.00 8.50

PAN
[pptv]

100.92 132.88 102.74 1299 30.59 364.10

Rn
[mBq/m3]

687.00 911.39 607.98 1416 440.00 1498.00

CN
[cm'3]

939.00 1431.88 1404.06 775 209.00 3877.00

# stands for data from daytime only
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DOY

Figure 5.1:Timeseries o f ozone, NOx, PAN, CO and CN during the 1997 campaign.

The large dots represent marine air flow data, the small black dots all non-marine

data.
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Figure 5.2: Timeseries o f ozone, NOx, PAN, CO and CN during the 1998 campaign.

The large dots represent marine air flow data, the small black dots all non-marine

data



5.2 The marine data set

As can be seen in the time series for the marine periods of the campaigns (Fig. 5.3 and 

5.4), the episodes with clean marine airflow rarely exceed 24 successive hours. This 

complicates the interpretation of the data, because correlations between the chemical 

species and aerosol parameters are hard to establish over such short periods. In 

addition, the air-masses change frequently, so that a meaningful comparison of mixing 

ratios also has to incorporate the history of an air mass. This air mass history includes 

the source regions of the air mass, transport time, height and temperature and mixing 

with other air-masses as well as the chemical composition of the air at the source 

region.
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Table 5.2: Meteorological summary during marine airflow periods.

1997 N Median Mean Standard
Dev.

Range

Temperature 584 4.7 4.7 2.4 -1.2-10.3
Wind Speed 584 5.9 6.9 3.4 2.3-22.1
Wind Direction 584 231 227 34 151-287
rel. Humidity 583 103.3 100.0 7.4 62.1 -105.4

1998
Temperature 472 5.2 5.0 2.3 -0.4 -  9.8
Wind Speed 472 4.4 4.8 1.8 2 .2-12 .6
Wind Direction 472 248 240 34 158-311
rel. Humidity 472 103.6 99.9 7.6 66.7-105.2

With the data separation criteria described in Section 2.3 approximately 47% and 32% 

of the 1997 and 1998 hourly averages, were classified as marine. Table 5.2 and 5.3.a



and b summarize the meteorological conditions and the chemical and aerosol 

measurements during marine airflow episodes for both campaigns.

A segregation criteria to reduce the influence of local pollution was applied to 

the NOx data set, see Chapter 4.8. As can be seen in Tables 5.3.a and b this NOx 

segregation eliminates the very high NOx mixing ratios without significantly 

influencing the mean and median values for the whole marine data. For all further 

calculation and displays the filtered NOx data set is used.
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Table 5.3a: The 1997 marine data set
Statistical summary o f the chemical and aerosol data set for marine airflow in 1997, 
only daytime values were included far NO and JfNO^._________________________
marine 1997 Median Mean Std.

Deviation
N 5th

percentile
95 th 

percentile
CO fppbvl 148.52 149.94 13.89 557 127.03 174.11
0 3 [ppbv] 44.73 44.25 4.03 560 35.54 50.02
NO [pptv] ♦ 13.53 18.27 16.71 246 2.63 50.78
(unfiltered) (14.09) (25.47) (51.70) (246) (-2.32) (41.71)
N 02 [pptv] 87.82 132.00 137.16 493 35.39 321.73
(unfiltered) (97.92) (159.33) (208.64) (494) (35.60) (415.50)
NOx [pptv] 97.29 139.84 141.35 493 39.64 335.22
(unfiltered) (106.49) (169.74) (220.66) (494) (40.36) (446.00)
J(N02) [103 /si ♦ 3.00 3.73 2.66 258 0.87 9.41
PAN [pptv] 61.62 74.34 58.83 536 7.05 189.18
Rn [mBq/m3] 462 535.17 272.54 584 316 1117
CN [cm'3l 324 397.60 280.91 549 76 859
aaD [1/Mm] 0.2 0.33 0.64 280 0 2.3
aSD [1/Mm] 6 6.94 4.91 248 1.4 17.5
Ethane [ppbv] 1668 1762 264 12 1575 1986
Propane [ppbv] 392 473 251 12 297 753
♦ indicates day time values only
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Table 5.3b: The 1998 marine data set

Statistical summary o f the chemical and aerosol data set for marine airflow in 1998,

only daytime values were included for NO and JiNOf).

marine 1998 Median Mean Std.
Deviation

N 5th
percentile

95th
percentile

CO [ppbvl 170.11 169.30 11.33 448 150.39 188.28
0 3 [ppbv] 46.49 46.27 3.97 457 39.76 52.98
NO [pptv] ♦ 6.15 10.53 15.46 139 0.62 30.46
(unfiltered) (7.16) (12.63) (18.82) (139) (0.68) (31.55)
N 02 [pptv] 38.25 62.80 73.96 304 11.49 185.99
(unfiltered) (44.76) (76.87) (86.41) (309) (11.49) (261.54)
NOx [pptv] 40.94 67.45 79.67 304 11.39 194.49
(unfiltered) (48.06) (82.70) (93.58) (309) (11.39) (274.25)
J(N02) [10'3/s] ♦ 3.29 3.79 2.60 181 0.88 9.73
PAN [pptv] 62.43 71.80 42.51 395 21.25 154.4
Rn [mBq/m3] 542.00 580.75 182.58 446 418 870
CN [cm'3] 461.00 546.58 378.85 261 169 1361
aaD [1/Mm] 0.1 0.16 0.22 261 0 0.7
aSD [1/Mm] 4.2 4.79 2.77 228 1.6 9.8
CH4 [ppmv] 1.81 1.81 0.01 19 1.81 1.82
Ethane [ppbv] 1912 1953 197 19 1634 2254
Propane [ppbv] 557 584 166 19 407 784
4 indicates daytime values only
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Figure 5.3: Timeseries o f  ozone, NOx, PAN, CO and CN during the 1997 campaign,

fo r  the marine classified data.
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DOY

for the marine classified data.

Figure 5.4: Timeseries o f ozone, NOx, PAN, CO and CN during the 1998 campaign,



5.3 Comparison between the two spring campaigns

In comparing the mixing ratios of the chemical species and the aerosol parameters of 

the campaign in spring 1997 and 1998 we find overall good agreement. The ozone 

and PAN mixing ratios and the NO2 photolysis rate agree very well, whereas Radon, 

aerosol particle count and the optical aerosol measurements agree within their standard 

deviations. CO and NOx on the other hand show significant differences between the 

two spring season. CO mixing ratios are on the average by about 10 ppbv higher in 

1998. NOx levels are more than a factor two smaller in 1998. Reasons for these 

interannual variations might be found in variations in the source emissions, the source 

regions, the transport paths and time and differences in the chemical composition of 

the air measured, i.e. species not measured during these campaigns.
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6 Comparison to previous measurements

In the first part of this chapter we will compare our data to measurements from other 

receiver sites that show similar characteristics like Cheeka Peak Observatory, sites 

along the western US coast and Atlantic Ocean sites.

To investigate sources and identify the chemistry during transport we compare 

our measurements to data from reasonable source sites. The PEM West B campaign 

studied the outflow over the Western Pacific Ocean originating from eastern Asia, 

which we regard as one of the main source regions for marine air reaching CPO.

We performed measurements on 117 days during two consecutive spring 

seasons. The strength in our data set lies in the long continuous measurements within 

the two campaigns and the possibility to study interannual variability of the air-masses 

reaching the Observatory. Our data show a strong interannual stability of the mixing 

ratios of ozone and PAN and the photolysis rate of NO2, whereas the mixing ratios of 

CO and NOx show significant differences between the two campaigns.

A comparison to previous measurements under similar conditions, regarding 

the location and the season bares some difficulties. The measurement periods of other 

comparable campaigns are often not long enough, or span only one season. As we 

could already see from the differences between our two PHOBEA campaigns, 

interannual variation can be large, thus variations between two measurement 

campaigns several years apart might show significant differences in some of the 

measured species. Some differences in mixing ratios and chemical composition are
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expected because the weather patterns will bring air-masses from varying source 

regions, and the source emissions themselves are variable.

6.1 Measurements over the Eastern North Pacific

Very few observations of O3, NOx, PAN, and CO, have been made in the eastern 

Pacific. Parrish et al. [1992] reported measurements performed at Point Arena, CA 

during 10 days in April and May 1985. The time series show a large variability in the 

marine data during the measurement period. Parrish et al. did not report a statistical 

summary of the marine data, so we use the range visually determined from the 

timeseries plots to characterize their observations. Ozone mixing ratios vary between 

2 to 50 ppbv (ozone depletion events), NOx levels vary between 10 pptv and roughly 2 

ppbv, and PAN mixing ratios between 1 and 200 pptv were observed. Our 

measurements agree well with the overall average ozone mixing ratios observed at 

Point Arena, except for the dramatic drop in ozone mixing ratio. The PAN levels at 

CPO are similar to the Californian levels. This agreement is somewhat surprising 

because PAN is less stable at the warmer temperatures of Point Arena (T = 9.5° C) 

than those observed at CPO (T s  5° C).

The NOx levels reported by Parrish et al. show much more recent continental 

influence than seen at Cheeka Peak. A distinctive diurnal cycle, with NOx maxima in 

the afternoon, is visible in the Point Arena data even on days with onshore air flow. 

Differences in the mixing ratios between morning and afternoon hours range from 200
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to 500 pptv. A diurnal pattern like this would suggest either nearby emissions or 

photochemical production, as there are no known direct and significant sources of NOx 

over the ocean.

We estimate an overall average NOx mixing ratio of approximately 200 pptv 

from the Parrish timeseries. The average NOx mixing ratios at Cheeka Peak were 140 

pptv to 67 pptv in spring 1997 and 1998, respectively.

6.2 Comparison to measurements in the Northern Atlantic

6.2.1 Mace Head, Ireland

Our observed ozone mixing ratios also agree well with measurements performed at 

Mace Head, Ireland by Oltmans and Levy II (1994) for March and April. At Mace 

Head the daily mixing ratios of ozone for March and April, 1990 range from 35 to 50 

ppbv. The Mace Head station is comparable to CPO in both latitude (53°N at Mace 

Head versus 48.3°N for CPO) and marine air flow pattern. The coastal station at 

Mace Head receives clean Atlantic air from the West in a similar way to as the flow of 

clean pacific air from the west reaches CPO. In contrast to the measurements by 

Oltmans and Levy II, we did not detect a distinctive diurnal cycle in ozone at CPO for 

both spring measurements.
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6.2.2 Newfoundland

We compared our average NOx mixing ratios to observations performed by Peterson 

and Honrath [1999]. These measurements, performed at the northern tip of 

Newfoundland, are characteristic for the remote northern oceanic - though not the 

Pacific - atmosphere and incorporate arctic outflow influences. The latitudes of the 

two sites (50.6°N for the Newfoundland site and 48.3 N for CPO) are fairly close and 

warrant a comparison. Peterson and Honrath report observed average NOx levels for 

March and April of 1996 of 30-54 pptv. These values are similar to our results in 

spring 1998 and somewhat lower than the 1997 measurements.

6.3 Comparison with the PEM West B campaign

We discuss the comparison of our data with results from the PEM West B campaign in 

more detail below. During the PEM West campaign most of the chemical species 

discussed in Chapter 5 were measured. The PEM West campaign was performed over 

the Western Pacific, a region that we consider as one of the main source regions for 

our air-masses, which might help us understand our data better. Comparison between 

these data sets may address questions of chemical aging of these air-masses.
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6.3.1 The PEM West B campaign

The PEM-West B study took place in February and March 1994 and was primarily 

focused in the western part of the Pacific ocean, spanning a region from 60°N to the 

equator and from about 110°E to about 180°E. We chose to compare the “western 

marine Pacific” and “continental” data discussed by Kondo [1997] to our

measurements from the Washington coast (48° N, 124° W).

6.3.2 Comparison of the air mass classifications and their results during the 

PEM West B campaign

Kondo et al.(1997) subdivided the troposphere in 4 altitude regions, the boundary 

layer (< 1 km), lower (1-4 km), middle (4-7 km) and upper troposphere (7-12 km). 

They addressed continental influence by dividing the data set into “continental air 

’’that had land contact (based on back trajectories) within the last 3 days and “maritime 

air” that had no land contact in 3 days. These classifications are similar to the air mass 

classification used in our work. For our purposes we will concentrate on the 

“continental”(CON) and “maritime western Pacific” (MWP) classifications, which 

includes maritime air-masses measured west of 160°E [Kondo et al. 1997], in the 

boundary layer (BL) and mid troposphere (MT). We refer to the classification in 

abbreviated form, for example as BL-CON for boundary layer continental air-masses. 

Table 6.1 summarizes the median mixing ratios reported by Kondo et al. (1997).
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Table 6.1:Statistical summary o f the PEM West B study.

PEM West B median mixing ratios from and the 1997 and 1998 PHOBEA campaigns. 

SPECIES BL-CON BL- MT- MT- CPO CPO
MWP CON MWP 1997 1993

NO [pptv] 24.3 5.06 23.4 21.2 13.53 6.15
NOx [pptv] 124.1® 24.3® 45.1 41.9 97.3 40.9
PAN [pptv] 280.9 2.4 115.3 64.1 61.6 62.4
O3 [ppbv] 47.5 26.8 48.4 47.5 44.7 46.5
CO [ppbv] 169.2 123.0 99.3 93.8 148.5 170.1
c h 4 [ppbv] 1794 1754 1730 1722 N/A 1810
Ethane [ppbv] 1947.2 1068.6 792.7 643.3 1668 1912
Propane [ppbv] 689.2 152.7 89.7 56.7 392 557

PEM West B median mixing ratios from [Kondo et al., 1997], Represents calculated 

NO2 mixing ratios using NO mixing ratios and photochemical model, N/A stands for 

not available.

Figure 6.1 shows a comparison of the ‘maritime western Pacific’ NO and N 0X mixing 

ratios with measurements at CPO in 1997 and 1998.

Several groups participated in the PEM West B campaign. Talbot et al. [1997] used 

the same original data set as Kondo et al. but selected slightly different criteria the for 

the air mass classification. In averaging the mixing ratios for the different chemical 

species these small discrepancies in air mass classifications can lead to significant 

differences in averaged mixing ratios. For example Talbot et al. found mixing ratio of 

PAN and ozone in their boundary layer Asian air of 624 pptv and 43 ppbv, 

respectively, whereas Kondo et al. found 280 pptv of PAN and 47.5 ppbv of ozone in 

their boundary layer continental air mass classification. These significant differences
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in mixing ratios stress the influence of air mass classification on the averaged mixing 

ratios.

Figure6.1: Comparison o f NO and NOx mixing ratios 

NO (dotted block) and NOx (striped block) mixing ratios from boundry 

layer (BL) and mid tropospheric (MT) maritime western Pacific(MWP) 

air measurements during the PEM West B campaign compared to 

measurements from CPO.

6.3.3 Comparison of Boundary Layer (BL) air from the West Pacific with air 

from the East Pacific

We begin with a comparison of the BL-MWP air-masses, as this classification is 

closest to our own marine air mass classifications. We find that the median mixing 

ratios of all species measured at CPO are significantly higher than found in the BL- 

MWP class.

B L -M W P  M T -M W P



The median N 0X mixing ratios measured at CPO are significantly higher in 

both years than calculated for the BL-MWP air-masses of the PEM West B campaign 

(NO2 was calculated with a photochemical model, [Kondo et 1997]). Compared to 

the more continentally influenced BL-CON air-masses the median NOx levels 

measured at CPO are smaller. This suggest NOx production over the Pacific, as the 

lifetime of NOx is too short to sustain high NOx levels far from their source regions.

PAN mixing ratios measured at CPO also are significantly higher than 

measured in the maritime western Pacific boundary layer, but smaller than the BL- 

CON mixing ratios. As no known direct PAN sources occur over the ocean we 

suspect different transport patterns to bring colder and more polluted air to the CPO 

measurement site. Ozone mixing ratios are elevated by almost a factor of 2 at CPO 

than measured in BL-MWP air-masses but similar to BL-CON levels. This might 

suggest ozone production along the long-range transport or less chemically aged air 

reaching the Cheeka Peak Observatory. We will discuss the NOx, PAN and ozone 

chemistry later in more detail, as they have complex cyclic behaviors.

The CO mixing ratio is higher at CPO than in BL-MWP but similar to BL- 

CON mixing ratios. The same pattern can be seen in Ethane and Propane mixing 

ratios.

Methane mixing ratios are only available for the 1998 campaign at CPO and are 

higher than both the BL-MWP and BL-CON methane mixing ratios. Monthly means 

from Barrow, Alaska show Methane mixing ratios of 1827, 1825 ppbv and 1841 and 

1830 ppbv for March and April of 1997 and 1998, respectively [Dlugokencky et al.
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1995]. The elevated methane mixing ratios in 1998 compared to the PEM West B 

levels might be explained by variation in the source strength between the two years 

(1994 and 1998), or a stronger Arctic influence of the air-masses at CPO.

A likely cause for the differences between CPO and PEM West B measured 

boundary layer mixing ratios could lie in the variability of the transport paths to and 

across the remote Pacific, including varying transport height and temperature, which 

will in turn affect the chemical processing of the air-masses. As described by Moxim 

et al., (1996) some emission of chemical compounds over the Asian and other 

continents will be convected into higher elevations of the free troposphere. Long- 

range transport within the free troposphere and only recent subsidence before reaching 

the Cheeka Peak Observatory would lead to higher mixing ratios due to less 

photochemical aging than air that has aged in the western Pacific boundary layer.

6.3.4 Comparison of free mid-tropospheric air over the western Pacific with BL 

air at CPO

If long-range transport across the Pacific occurs mainly in the free troposphere, a 

comparison of our measurements with free tropospheric air-masses over the western 

Pacific might be more meaningful.

As continentally influenced air moves from its source region, mixing ratio of 

tracers are expected to decrease through chemical aging. This effect is visible in 

comparing MT-CON to MT-MWP data (see Table 6.1). Thus one might expect that
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eastern Pacific air would possess even lower mixing ratios than the most aged MT 

western Pacific data. This is not observed. The data at CPO are higher than during 

MT-MWP which could indicate significantly less chemical and photochemical 

processing. Similarity of the CPO data with MT-CON data could be interpreted as 

either very little processing of this mid-tropospheric air occurred on transit to CPO, or 

just that other continental influences like frequent ship traffic off the Western US coast 

mix into the observed CPO data.

Photochemical processing in the mid to upper troposphere is slower due to the 

smaller mixing ratio of OH compared to the boundary layer. To explain the higher 

mixing ratios observed at CPO compared to the BL and MT marine PEM West B 

levels transport of the air parcels must have occurred high within the middle to upper 

troposphere. Once the air subsides chemical processing will increase rapidly, thus 

subsidence should have occurred within a very brief time before reaching CPO to 

exhibit the high mixing ratios. The backtrajectory model used for our study shows 

that marine air that reaches Cheeka Peak has traveled, on the average, 8-10 days but 

can occur as fast as 5 days. In addition we know from our backtrajectories that 

subsidence occurs typically 1-4 days before reaching CPO, thus photochemical aging 

will have occurred. The fact that we do not see this in our data suggests that other 

mechanisms are responsible for the differences between the two measurement areas on 

both sides of the Pacific.
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According to the trajectories CPO receives air from source regions farther

north than was observed during PEM West B. In addition to differences in the source



strength, photochemical processing will be affected by the OH concentration, which is 

highly dependent on the latitude. Also transport and mixing of North American or 

local air that was not identified can be a source of higher mixing ratios in all the above 

mentioned compounds.

Although the differences between clean marine air from the western and 

eastern part of the Pacific seem to be significant, we have to note that we are 

comparing data from separate years and even slightly different seasons. The PEM 

West B campaign was performed in February and March 1994, whereas our 

measurements were taken during March and April 1997 and 1998. The similarity of 

measured mixing ratios at CPO in both years emphasizes the differences between the 

eastern and western Pacific sites even more.

Our trajectories suggest that CPO receives air not only from Asia but also from the 

Arctic region. Different source regions will show an effect on the initial mixing ratios. 

The timing of downmixing of free tropospheric air along the trajectory also will affect 

the extent of chemical processing and thus the observed mixing ratios at CPO. Most 

likely a combination of the all of the above mentioned scenarios is responsible for the 

differences between the CPO and PEM West B data sets.
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7 PAN decomposition

The air over the Pacific Ocean is considered clean, because to current knowledge it 

lacks direct emissions of major air pollutants. In recent years, after the discovery of a 

net ozone production over the oceans [Crawford 1997, Penkett and Brice, 1986] 

new hypotheses have been developed. Moxim et (1996) summarized several 

theories which were a main objective of our study, see Chapter 1.

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and PAN are emitted in the source region. NOx reacts 

to form PAN and a fraction of PAN is transported into the higher troposphere. At the 

low temperatures of the free troposphere the lifetime of PAN is long enough to survive 

advection several thousands of miles across the ocean. During subsidence the air 

warms and PAN becomes unstable, decomposing into NOx, thus emitting a precursor 

of ozone (see diagram in Figure 1.1 in Section 1.1).

We could not detect a clear correlation of PAN and NOx and PAN and ozone 

in our data sets at CPO. Believing the PAN to NOx conversion theories as reported by 

Moxim et al. such a simple PAN to NOx correlation is not to be expected due to the 

complex nature of the transport across the Pacific. As stated by Crawford et al. (1997) 

their model simulations suggest as much of 50% of the observed NOx over the Pacific 

for altitudes 0-1 km and up to 20% for altitudes between 1 and 2 km could have been 

converted from PAN.
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To understand the influence of PAN decomposition on our data set, we start with PAN 

decomposition calculations at the observation site.

7.1 PAN decomposition calculations

We used the measured PAN mixing ratios and the temperature observed at the Cheeka 

Peak Observatory to calculate the in-situ PAN decomposition rates for thermal PAN 

decomposition and the atmospheric PAN loss according to Orlando et al. [1992]. 

Thermal PAN decomposition depends primarily on the temperature of the air parcel, 

see Reaction (7.1). The “atmospheric” [Orlando et al. 1992] PAN loss rate includes 

the back reaction of the peroxy radical with NO2 and the loss of the peroxy radical in 

the reaction with NO (see Reactions (7.2) and (7.3)). We will from now on refer to 

this loss rate as the “backreaction” loss rate.
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which is sufficiently high to place the reaction into the high pressure limit, [ et

al. 1992],

Combining these reactions the “backreaction” PAN loss rate can be written as:

£7 3 x [JVO]

The pure thermal PAN decomposition rate does not depend on the chemical 

environment of the air parcel containing the PAN molecules. The rate constant 

which includes the possible reaction with NOx depends on kzi and the chemical 

composition of the air parcel. Thus, to calculate the PAN decomposition rate we need 

to know the in-situ NOx mixing ratio. Figure 7.1 shows a diagram summarizing the 

different reaction pathways involving PAN decomposition and reactions with NOx.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram o f PAN decomposition pathways

The averaged calculated PAN loss rates for the observatory are summarized in 

Table 7.1. The thermal PAN loss rate is a factor of 4 faster than the loss rate including 

the backreaction with NO*. Note that the NO mixing ratio at night over the ocean 

should be zero and therefore all of the peroxy radicals should recombine with NO2, 

assuming lack of other sink reactions. Thus no net PAN loss should occur during night 

times over the ocean. Hence the thermal PAN loss rate is approximately 8 times as 

fast as the “backraction” PAN loss rate.
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Table 7.1 PAN decomposition rates

PAN decomposition calculated for CPO using thermal decomposition and including 

backreaction with N0X

1997 themlalPAl
'pptv '

hr

V loss k7.i
~\
_s_

atmosp]heric F
pptv 

_ hr _

'AN loss kb
"l"
_s_

N
Mean 
Std Dev.

536
5.53
4.24

584 
2.35 x 10'5 
0.95 x 10'5

248
1.45
1.49

252 
5.66 x 10’6 
0.51 x 10‘6

1998 thernlal PA
pptv 
hr _

N loss k 7.i
' f
_s_

atmosp]lieric P
pptv' 

. hr _

'AN loss kb
' l '
_s_

N 348 472 127 147
Mean 4.90 2.49 x 10’5 1.96 6.24 x 10'6
Std Dev. 5.87 0.95 x 10'5 1.85 0.45 x 10‘6

7.2 PAN mixing ratios in dependence o f the transport altitude

PAN decomposition depends strongly on the temperature, as seen in Section 7.1. Our 

backtrajectories indicate altitudes and temperatures for air parcels, which we can use 

to separate the PAN measurement according to their transport history. Air that 

subsided only recently within one day of reaching the Cheeka Peak observatory should 

be more representative of the mid troposphere, although PAN decomposition should 

occur during descent. Air that was transported longer at low altitudes and thus most 

likely at warmer temperatures should show a different PAN to NOx relationship. We 

grouped the trajectories in 3 subgroups according to descent time: trajectories that 

show subsidence within one day of reaching CPO (group 1), trajectories that show 

subsidence more than 6 days before reaching CPO (group 2) and trajectories with



subsidence 2-5 days before reaching the measurement site (group 3). Figure 7.2 

shows the median PAN mixing ratio in dependence of the temperature for the three 

subsidence groups. All 3 subgroups show a decrease in the PAN mixing ratio with 

increasing temperature. The linear regressions are only used to show trends, they are 

not representative of the actual PAN decomposition dependence.

The data set for group 1, the air that subsided within one day of reaching the 

station shows a stronger dependence of the temperature than for the air that subsided 2 

to 5 days earlier (group 3). Also the overall PAN mixing ratios for group 3 are lower. 

The NOx mixing ratio during this subgroup also shows a stronger tendency depending 

on the temperature, see Figure 7.3. The PAN mixing ratios for group 1 and 2 show 

similar trends in their temperature dependency. The overall PAN mixing ratio for 

group 2 is lower than for group 1, which is consistent with the theory, although one 

might expect a more significant difference, more like in the case of group 3.

The NOx mixing ratios exhibit more significant trends for group 1 and 2 than 

do the PAN mixing ratios: The overall NOx mixing ratios are again similar, but in 

group 1 the dependency on the temperature is low. This might be explained by the 

recent subsidence of the air masses, leaving insufficient time for extensive PAN 

decomposition, and thus NOx formation, before reaching the instruments. On the 

other hand the NOx dependence in group 3 is more pronounced as the air was 

transported at warmer temperature, permitting time for PAN decomposition to occur, 

but also for NOx loss along the way. Note that due to the short atmospheric lifetime of
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Temperature [C]

Figure 7.2: Temperature dependent PAN mixing ratio

Median PAN mixing ratio for 1998 in dependence o f the temperature. The data set 

was grouped into 3 subgroup depending o f the time o f descent before reaching CPO: 

solid black diamonds indicate subsidence less then 1 day, gray dots subsidence 

between 2-5 days and triangles indicate subsidence more than 6 days prior to 

reaching the observation site. The trendlines do not represent actual PAN 

temperature dependency, but only help show rough tendencies. The solid line 

represents the tendency o f the black diamonds, the dotted lines o f the gray dots and 

the dashed line o f the triangles.
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Temperature [C]

Figure 7.3: Temperature dependent NOx mixing ratio.

Median NOx mixing ratio for 1998 in dependence o f the temperature. The data set 

was grouped into 3 subgroup depending o f the time o f descent before reaching CPO: 

solid black diamonds indicate subsidence less then 1 day, gray dots subsidence 

between 2-5 days and triangles indicate subsidence more than 6 days prior to 

reaching the observation site. The trendlines do not represent actual N0X 

temperature dependency, but only help show rough tendencies. The solid lines 

represents the tendency o f the black diamonds, the dotted lines o f the gray dots and 

the dashed line o f the triangles



N 0X, on the order of days, a pronounced PAN to NOx signature would be washed out 

by the time these air masses reached the measurement site.

Other influences like emission strength of the source and possible coupling of 

transport height and source region are not considered in this simple approach. Mixing 

of air masses from different heights and different source regions influence the PAN 

and NOx levels, which are only parts of a complex transport pattern over the Pacific 

ocean. To further investigate the PAN decomposition history of the air masses 

reaching the observation site, we need to include PAN mixing ratios in the source 

region and monitor the PAN transport more closely.

7.3 PAN transport and decomposition model

To interpret the PAN mixing ratios measured at the observatory we need to know the 

“PAN history” and composition of the air parcel over the ocean. Without 

measurements, we have to revert to model estimations of PAN mixing ratios and PAN 

loss rates along the transport path to the measurement site. In an attempt to evaluate 

PAN decomposition along its path across the ocean we used a simple model. The 

Fortran code was written by Dr. D. Jaffe and can be viewed in Appendix D.

Our model neglects mixing but takes the varying background mixing ratios in 

dependence of the source regions into account. We calculated the thermal PAN loss 

for an air parcel along the back trajectories, which were calculated twice per day for 

00 UT and 12 UT providing temperature histories for the parcel. The model identifies
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the source region at a requested number days back from the time the air parcel arrived 

at CPO. For our purposes we chose to investigate the air parcel during the last 6 days 

before reaching the observatory. We used averaged monthly PAN input values taken 

from a Global Climate Model [Bemtsen and Isaksen, 1997]. We created an input grid 

of averaged background PAN mixing ratios for March and April, combined, 

depending on latitude and altitude, see Table 7.2. In the model these initial PAN 

mixing ratios and the temperature along the trajectory are used to calculate the thermal 

PAN decomposition in 3 h intervals according to Equation (7.1).
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Table 7.2 Input PAN source region mixing ratios (pptv) for PAN model

Altitude

[km]

Latitude

[°N]

south of 15 15-25 25-35 35-45 45-75 above 76
below 1.5 0 6 22 62 107 162
1.5 - 3.0 26 65 123 171 194 208
3.0 - 6.0 65 171 233 242 237 223

In our model, PAN loss or gain due to mixing is not included. Because we have no 

knowledge of NO mixing ratios at points along the trajectories other than the CPO 

site, we cannot use Equation (7.4) to evaluate the “backreaction” PAN loss. To 

account for slowing of the PAN loss due to backreaction, we introduced an 

“atmospheric” factor that represents a fraction of PAN that thermally decomposed to 

NO2 but did not reform PAN. Here we show results using 3 different values for the 

reaction rate kyf- kzi, 0.1 x kzi and 0.05x . The factor of 0.1 is roughly the ratio



of the calculated “backraction”(A*) to thermal (kjj) PAN loss rate for Cheeka Peak 

Observatory. The second “atmospheric” factor of 0.05 was chosen to further 

investigate the role of chemistry along the transport route and is arbitrary.

Figure 7.4 shows a comparison between the three model runs and the PAN 

mixing ratios measured at CPO for 1997 and 1998, combined. For better comparison 

the PAN mixing ratios were averaged over 12 h around 00 UT and 12 UT to match the 

model PAN output and then grouped in deciles. The calculated PAN mixing ratio 

using the pure thermal loss mechanism show that at this decomposition rate almost no 

PAN would ever reach the observatory. Because PAN is observed at the CPO, we 

must conclude that pure thermal loss of PAN is inconsistent with our observations and 

back reaction of NO2 and PA* to PAN occurs.

The other two model runs are in good agreement with the measured PAN 

mixing ratios. As can be seen the calculated PAN mixing ratios for the “atmospheric” 

factors 0.1 and 0.05 are fairly close in both years. This agreement indicates that the 

actual loss of PAN during transport is approximately 10-20 times slower than thermal 

PAN decomposition. Because the atmospheric PAN loss rate of Orlando al. (1992) 

is on this order of magnitude, our model corroborates their chemical model.

We do not expect our simple model to substitute detailed Global Chemical 

models. The large standard deviation on the modeled PAN data underlines the limit of 

our simple model. Nevertheless it proved useful in examining the role of pure thermal 

PAN decomposition during long range transport.
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Figure 7.4: PAN model results.

PAN mixing ratios calculated with our simple decomposition model compared to 

measured PAN mixing ratios at the Cheeka Peak Observatory. The data for both 

campaigns is combined and averaged in deciles. The black diamonds represent the 

modeled PAN mixing ratio using the decomposition rate within the Standard

deviation (error bars). The gray triangles represent the modeled PAN mixing ratio

using a PAN decomposition rate o f 0.1 times the thermal decomposition rate, 

(O.lxkzi), the solid black squares represent modeled PAN mixing ratio with pure 

thermal PAN decomposition, (kzi), and the x markers indicate modeled PAN mixing 

ratios from transport only without including PAN decomposition.



8 Ozone photochemistry
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Recent studies predict in-situ net ozone production in remote, considered clean, 

atmospheres as over the Pacific [Crawford al. 1997, Yienger et al. 1999]. The 

balance point between ozone production and destruction is a function of many 

different variables, like temperature, relative humidity and water vapor [Klonecki and 

Levy II, 1997]. Therefore, the balance point will not only shift with changing NOx 

concentrations but also depend on latitude, altitude and season.

Model calculations by Yienger et al. (1999) show that in winter and early 

spring in the Northern Hemisphere less NOx than during summer is necessary to offset 

the gross ozone destruction. Thus, they suggest modest positive net chemical ozone 

production throughout the northern mid latitudes during winter and spring at latitudes 

with pressure below 500 mbar.

In this chapter, we examine the ozone budget at the observation site and 

compare our ozone formation rates with model calculations for the ozone production 

over the Pacific Ocean during the PEM West B campaign.

8.1 Diurnal cycles

Nitrogen oxides catalyze the photochemical production of ozone in the troposphere 

(see reaction (1.1) through (1.14), Chapter 1). The photolysis rate of NO2, J(N02), is 

dependent on the solar zenith angle and is zero at night. Thus, in absence of any direct



lo c a l t im e  [h o u r ]

Figure 8. La: Diurnal cycle o f ozone in 1997

The black diamonds indicate the hourly mean within the Standard deviation (error 

bars), the x markers represent the hourly median

lo c a l t im e  [h o u r ]

Figure 8.1. b: Diurnal cycle o f NO in 1997

The black diamonds indicate the hourly mean within the Standard deviation (error 

bars), the x markers represent the hourly median
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lo c a l t im e  [h o u r ]

Figure 8.1.c: Diurnal cycle ofNOx in 1997

The black diamonds indicate the hourly mean within the Standard deviation (error 

bars), the x markers represent the hourly median.

lo c a l t im e  [h o u r ]

Figure 8.1.d: Diurnal cycle o f ozone in 1998

The black diamonds indicate the hourly mean within the Standard deviation (error 

bars), the x markers represent the hourly median.
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lo c a l t im e  [h o u r ]

Figure 8.1.e: Diurnal cycle o f NO in 1998

The black diamonds indicate the hourly mean within the Standard deviation (error 

bars), the x markers represent the hourly median.

lo ca l t im e  [h o u r]

Figure 8.1.f: Diurnal cycle ofNOx in 1998

The black diamonds indicate the hourly mean within the Standard deviation (error 

bars), the x markers represent the hourly median.



sources, NO should react with ozone and the NO mixing ratio should be zero at night. 

Ozone formation via NO2 photochemistry (reaction (1.1) to (1.4) and (1.8) to (1.12)) 

does not occur at nighttime. Thus, photochemical production of ozone catalyzed by 

NOx would be expected to make a daytime peak in ozone (as observed at polluted 

sites, [Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000]). Figure 8.1 a-f show the diurnal cycles of 

ozone, NO and NOx as measured at CPO for both campaigns separately.

While NO exhibits the expected diurnal cycle, no significant changes in the 

mixing ratios of ozone and NOx during daytime can be detected. One reason could be 

the lack of sufficient continuous marine air to supply enough data points from the 

same or similar air masses (see Fig 5.3 and 5.4 for the timeseries of the marine 

classified air masses in Chapter 5). Though the observation site receives marine air 

frequently, the periods of marine air flow rarely last a full 24 h. Also the net 

production of ozone at the site could be too small to be detected in the diurnal cycles.

We therefore use a more quantitative approach to calculate the ozone formation at 

CPO.

8.2 The Leighton relationship

The Leighton relationship describes the photostationary state between ozone, NO and 

NO2, [Leighton, 1961]. It provides a good first order approximation for tropospheric
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atmospheres in which the reaction of NO with ozone (Reaction 1.2) is the major loss 

process for NO.

The photochemical formation of ozone, Equation (1.5), Section 1.1, can be 

calculated by observing the difference between odd oxygen formation (via NO2 

photolysis, reaction 1.1) and ozone destruction (via reaction with NO, reaction (1.2)), 

see Section 1.1.

= ./(WO,)* f r O , ] - i .„  x [o,]* [WO] (1.5)
at

In the absence of compounds other than ozone, that oxidize NO to NO2, ozone is 

formed at the same rate it is lost, thus the ozone production is zero, see Reaction (1.4) 

in Section 1.1. We can use Equation (1.5) to examine the assumption that the reaction 

with ozone is the major loss mechanism for NO. If the assumption is correct we 

should find good agreement between the observed NO to NO2 ratio from direct 

measurements and from calculations using the photolysis rate, the ozone loss rate 

constant k u  and the ozone mixing ratio, as described in Section 1.1:

fr o ]  J(W 02)

frOiU*. *..*[o,r
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We used the ambient air temperature measured at the site to convert the hourly 

mixing ratios for ozone into concentrations and to calculate the rate constant (ki.2). In 

1998 from DOY 107 to the end of the measurement campaign, only the downwelling



sensor of our J(NC>2) instrument was fully functional. We estimated the J(N02) for the 

last part of the campaign by calculating the averaged albedo for the first part of March 

98, see Chapter 4.6. Instrument problems are also responsible for missing NOx data 

after DOY 108 in 1998 (April 18,1998).

Figure 8.2. shows both the measured and calculated (via the Leighton 

relationship) NO to NO2 ratios for both campaigns in dependence of the hour of the 

day. As can be seen the Leighton-assumed calculations predict significantly larger 

NO to NO2 ratios than actually were observed. This indicates that NO is lost in other 

pathways than the reaction with ozone. In the presence of other oxidants that react 

with NO to form NO2, ozone destruction is diminished, in effect producing ozone.

8.3 Ozone budget calculation at CPO

On its transport across the Pacific Ocean, ozone is formed and destroyed continuously. 

A net production rate is given by the ozone formation rate minus the ozone destruction 

rate. Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of the possible reaction pathways involving ozone 

and NOx.

In the reaction of NO with the peroxy radical NO2 is formed, reaction (1.8), 

which will lead to ozone formation via NO2 photolysis. For every reaction involving 

NO and peroxy radicals, i.e. reaction (1.8) or (1.9), one ozone molecule is formed. 

Thus the Leighton relationship is imbalanced in the presence of peroxy radicals. 

Although we did not measure peroxy radicals at the observation site, we can calculate
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Figure 8.2: NO to NO2 ratio

NO to NO2 ratio from measured mixing ratios (black diamonds) and calculated using 

the Leighton relationship (gray triangles). The error bars indicate standard errors. 

The data set for the calculated NO to NO2 ratio was slid to the right for better view o f 

the error bars.

the ozone formation in Equation (1.5) by determining the difference between the 

measured and the Leighton-assumed calculated NO to NO2 ratios (Equation (1.7)):

[ATO] J(N O J [NO\
[NO,] kl2 x[03] [NO,]m ;

The term on the right-hand side therefore represents the difference between the

Leighton-calculated and the measured NO to NO2 ratio on the left-hand side.

Converted in terms of NO to NO2 ratios Equation (1.5) results in:



or in terms of ozone formation:

(8.3)

We used the median ozone concentration, the median rate constant and the 

median NO2 mixing ratio to estimate an averaged ozone formation per day. The results 

are summarized in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1:Ozone formation rates for CPO.

Ozone formation calculated using the difference between the measured NO to NO2 

ratio and the calculated NO to NO2 ratio assuming the Leighton relationship

The ozone formation rate is proportional to the NO2 mixing ratio, see Equation (8.3). 

In 1997 the NO* mixing ratio was approximately twice as high as during the 1998 

campaign, although the mean NO to NO2 ratio was stable for both spring seasons at



0.18 ± 0.21 and 0.17 ± 0.15 for 1997 and 1998, respectively. As a result the calculated 

ozone formation in 1997 is almost a factor two larger than during 1998.

8.4 Comparison with PEM West B

Observations during the PEM West B campaign in combination with a time dependent 

photochemical box model [Crawford et al., 1997] show net ozone formation rates of 

between 1.19 -  1.26 ppbv /day for altitudes from 0-2 km and approximately 0.2 

ppbv/day for altitudes between 2 and 8 km. Chemical loss also decreases with 

increasing altitude leading to a net production rate of 0.88 -0.93 ppbv/day for altitudes 

from 0-2 km and approximately 0.14 ppbv/day for altitudes between 2 and 8 km (24 

hour averages).

The ozone formation rates calculated for CPO are higher than the PEM West 

rates. Our values are by a factor 1.5-2 larger than the ozone formation rates observed 

during PEM West B.

The ozone formation at CPO reflects the in-situ formation at the station: Most 

air parcels were transported at higher altitudes where ozone formation rates are slower 

than at the surface. The calculation from Crawford et al. (1997) show a net ozone 

tendency close to the balance point in the mid troposphere. Thus air transported 

within the mid troposphere should maintain the ozone mixing ratio along the long- 

range transit. Thus, the relatively small production rates found above would not be
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expected to show a large diurnal cycle. Mixing of air masses associated with 

subsidence into the boundary layer may also wash out diurnal cycling.

This hypothesis may explain the similarity of the ozone mixing ratio observed 

at CPO (average 44.7 ppbv and 46.5 ppbv in 1997 and 1998, respectively) to the 

mixing ratios in the mid-troposphere during PEM West B, see Chapter 6.3.2.

8.5 Error estimations

We apply error propagation to estimate the effect of small measurement errors on our 

ozone formation calculation. We assume all of these errors are unrelated. Because the 

measurement of NO2 is based on the measurement of NO, systematic errors in the 

absolute mixing ratios of NO and NO2 should not affect the ratio of NO to NO2. For 

our rough error estimate we therefore include only the uncertainty for NO2 from 

Section 4.9. For simplicity, we choose the same relative error for NO2 for both years,

i.e. 15% in the NO2 mixing ratio. The J(N02) uncertainty is reported at ± 8% [ Beine 

et al. 1999]. For the ozone mixing ratio we assume 3% accuracy and the uncertainty 

for the reaction rate k u  is estimated at 10%. This equates to an overall error of 

approximately 20%.

In a worst case scenario, we use this uncertainty in the Leighton-assumed, 

calculated NO to NO2 ratio to evaluate the effect on the ozone formation. We 

calculate the ozone formation according to the equations above this time with the
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Leighton-calculated f  K reduced and enhanced by 20 %. The results are

summarized in Table 8.2. For both campaigns we see a positive ozone formation, as 

low as 0.6 pptv/day and up to 5 ppbv/day for 1997. This indicates that our model is 

robust, predicting ozone formation even when the systematic errors are included in the 

calculations. On the other hand, small errors present in our experiment could easily 

explain our difference from the measurements of Crawford et

Table 8.2: Error estimation for the ozone formation calculation.

Uncertainty o f the ozone formation calculations for both campaigns, upper and lower 

limits are calculated using the uncertainty o f the Leighton assumed NO to NO2 ratio

Ozone formation
ppbv in ——
day

using the calculated 
[NO]

{NO,} 
increased by 20%

Ozone formation
. ppbv in ——

.  day .
using the calculated 

[ATO]
[NO,] 

decreased by 20%
1997 5.0 0.6

1998 2.9 0.7
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9 Conclusions

We present measurements of Nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2 and the photolysis rate of 

NO2 (J(N02)) for 117 days in two consecutive spring time campaigns. The 

measurements were conducted as part of the ground based PHOBEA campaign in 

March and April of 1997 and 1998 at the Cheeka Peak Observatory on the western 

U.S. coast. The detection limits were 1.79 pptv NO, 6.25 pptv NO2 and 2.03 pptv NO, 

6.50 pptv NO2 for 1997 and 1998, respectively.

Using trajectory information the data sets were separated into polluted and 

clean marine classified subgroups. Data segregation criteria were developed for the 

NOx data set to minimize the influence of local pollution events in the marine air mass 

classification.

We report the results of two years of springtime air composition measurements 

performed at the CPO, including mixing ratios of ozone, PAN, CO, methane, ethane, 

propane, the concentration of Radon, aerosol number density, aerosol light absorption 

and scattering and meteorological parameters. The mixing ratios of most measured 

compounds show good agreement between the two years. NOx and CO mixing ratios 

exhibit significant interannual variability that might be explained by changing 

meteorological conditions over the Pacific. Variability in the weather forming high 

and low pressure regimes will govern the contribution of air masses from different 

source regions to the air measured at CPO.



A comparison with measurements performed in former years along the West Coast of 

the United States show overall good agreement although significantly poorer 

agreement than the comparison between the data of two years at CPO.

Comparison with results from the PEM West B campaign in the western 

Pacific, as a possible source region, show higher levels in almost all compounds that 

were measured at CPO compared to clean, aged mid Pacific air. The air masses 

influenced recently by Asian continental emissions measured in PEM West B exhibit 

higher values than measured on the U. S. coast, but values are surprisingly close. This 

may indicate influence of marine air at CPO by Asian emissions. CPO also receives 

air from the Arctic regions that could lead to elevated levels in most of the studied 

compounds as well.

PAN decomposition rates were calculated for the two campaigns. The pure 

thermal PAN decomposition rate found at CPO is a factor 8 faster than when back 

reaction of the peroxy radical with NOx is considered. In a simple PAN 

decomposition model we show that measured PAN levels can not be explained 

assuming pure thermal PAN loss along the long-range transport. Including the 

possible back reaction of PA* and NOx results in modeled PAN levels that are much 

closer to the actually measured PAN concentrations.

We calculate the ozone formation rates at the observation site for the two 

spring campaigns as 3.01 ppbv/day and 1.88 ppbv/day for 1997 and 1998, 

respectively. In comparison with the averaged ozone formation over the western 

Pacific as calculated for the PEM West B campaign our values are high. An error
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analysis indicates that small errors in any of the measurements can explain this 

discrepancy.
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Appendix A: Instrument modes

Table A.l:Modes o f the NOx detection system

Y stands for yes, N stands for no



: Mode sequence o f NOx detection system during PHOBEA campaign

102

repeat these 8 rows with bold numbers 9 times
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APPENDIX B: Data treatment

Table B.l: Example of a raw data file:

Cheeka Peak Observatory, Spring 98 
data log NOx-bax, Barbara Trost 
date is ITT 9-21-1998
time is UT 21:26:43.65, [local time = UT - 8h]

e xzero xsdzer xpzer xmeas xsdmea xpmeas time mfc4 mfc cal mfc czon light J(N02) A J(N02) B
ops sd torr cps sd torr sd V V V V V V

14 0 0 6.689 0 0 6.689 77239.5 0 2.031 2.266 1.472 0.0569 0.0056
15 1810 40 6.698 1870 43.4 6.698 77359.7 4.566 2.028 2.271 1.456 0.0618 0.0062
7 1798 39.4 6.697 2041 47.9 6.697 77560.4 4.5653 2.028 2.271 1.832 0.0757 0.0069

13 2500 47.4 6.7 69628 342.2 6.699 77761.1 4.5652 2.028 2.271 1.454 0.0659 0.007
5 2536 52.6 6.703 70546 457.3 6.701 77961.9 4.564 2.027 2.271 1.831 0.0691 0.0074

11 1808 47 6.698 1856 37.2 6.698 78162.6 4.564 2.027 2.271 1.453 0.0689 0.0075
3 1801 42.6 6.7 2055 54.1 6.698 78363.3 4.5644 2.026 2.271 1.832 0.0764 0.0067

11 1814 42.1 6.702 1857 48.6 6.698 78564 4.5659 2.028 2.27 1.459 0.0533 0.0053
3 1807 43.2 6.698 2015 54.4 6.698 78764.8 4.5658 2.028 2.27 1.831 0.0483 0.0054
9 2018 52.4 6.7 30947 318.3 6.698 78965.5 4.5647 2.028 2.27 1.454 0.0672 0.0076
1 2161 45.8 6.702 43541 348.5 6.703 79166.2 4.5631 2.026 2.27 1.828 0.0882 0.0092

15 1812 41.7 6.699 1987 52.7 6.699 79366.9 4.5637 2.028 2.271 1.456 0.1223 0.0111
7 1821 39.5 6.699 2601 77.6 6.701 79567.6 4.5658 2.029 2.271 1.832 0.1243 0.0106

11 1805 52.1 6.7 2174 83.3 6.701 79768.3 4.5642 2.027 2.271 1.46 0.0994 0.0091
3 1823 40.7 6.7 3248 197.1 6.699 79969.1 4.5657 2.028 2.27 1.831 0.0957 0.0085

15 1796 46.3 6.699 2474 108.6 6.7 80169.8 4.5644 2.027 2.27 1.459 0.0817 0.0077
7 1810 37.4 6.698 3271 344.1 6.699 80370.5 4.564 2.027 2.271 1.828 0.071 0.0072

11 1826 48 6.701 2412 40.1 6.699 80571.2 4.564 2.027 2.271 1.459 0.0701 0.0073
3 1820 41.4 6.703 4137 203.9 6.701 80772 4.5637 2.028 2.27 1.832 0.076 0.0077

15 1807 41.8 6.702 2736 64.6 6.701 80972.7 4.5638 2.027 2.27 1.455 0.0805 0.0085
7 1835 41 6.701 4587 301.5 6.699 81173.4 4.566 2.029 2.271 1.836 0.0674 0.0079

11 1799 45.2 6.699 2731 74.1 6.701 81374.1 4.5657 2.029 2.271 1.457 0.0573 0.0063
3 1830 50.8 6.7 4766 573.6 6.7 81574.8 4.5646 2.027 2.271 1.834 0.0446 0.0064

15 1809 40.3 6.7 2509 61.8 6.7 81775.7 4.5645 2.028 2.271 1.459 0.0405 0.0052
7 1822 46.9 6.7 3989 403.5 6.695 81976.4 4.5637 2.027 2.271 1.835 0.0298 0.0043
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Table B.2 Measurement parameters

column name in file explanation
1 mode mode of operation
2 x zero counts during zero mode measured in counts per 

second (cps) averaged over one minute (60 1 second 
data points)

3 x sd zer standard deviation of the zero count measurements
4 x pre zer averaged pressure in the reaction chamber during 

zero mode in Torr
5 x meas counts during measure mode measured in counts per 

second averaged over one minute (60 1 second data 
points)

6 x sd mea standard deviation of the measure count 
measurements

7 x pre mea averaged pressure during measure mode in Torr
8 time time of measurement in seconds of the day in 

universal time (UT)
9 mfc4 flow through the sample mass flow controller (mfc), 

in Volt
10 cal mfc flow through the calibration gas mass flow controller, 

in Volt
11 mfc ozone flow through ozone generator, in Volt
12 light light intensity measured behind N02 photolysis cell, 

in Volt, uncalibrated; simply as indicator of presence 
of light in the photolysis cell

13 J(N02)A signal for J(NC>2) upwelling sensor, in Volt
14 J (N02)B signal for JfNCh) downwelling sensor, in Volt
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Table B.3: Fit functions for the NOx instrument sensitivity

1997
S(NO) fitl 

fit 2
yfx) = -103.1+ 3.992 x x - 4.905 + 1.991 xx3 
y(x) = -65.46.1 + 1.8589 x x - 1.649 + 4.869 xx?

S(NO)on fitl 
fit 2

y(x) = -103.05 + 3.992 x x - 4.905 + 1.991 xlff4 xx? 
y(x) = - 6 5 . 4 4 . 1 + 1.8589 x x - 1.649 xlff2xx? + 4.869 xlff5 xx?

zero-eff yfx) = 1.071 -  3.318 xlff3x x  + 4.292 xlff5xx?-1.829 x lff7
NO2 conv-eff fitl 

fit 2
y(x) = 0.5902 - 3.2x1 ff3 xx  
y(x) = 0.4607-1.8xlff3 xx

1998
S(NO) fitl 

fit 2
yfx) = -113.7 + 5.132 x x - 7.426 xlff2x x 2 + 3.562 xlff4 xx? 
yfx) = -94.92 + 3.173 x x - 3.379 xlff2xx? + 1.193 xlff4 xx?

S(NO)on fitl 
fit 2

yfx) = 1.756-2.8 xlff2x x  + 3.188 xlff6xx? 
yfx) = 1.903 -  2.927 xlff2x x  + 3.094 xlff4xx?-1.078 xlff6xx?

zero-eff fitl 
fit 2

yfx) = -113.65 + 5.132 x x -  7.426 xlff2xx? + 3.562 xlff4 xx? 
yfx) = -94.85 + 3.173 x x - 3.379 xlff2xx? + 1.193 xlff4 xx?

N02 conv-eff fitl 
fit 2

yfx) = 0.9492 -  8.35x1 ff3 x x
yfx) = 0.468- 1.95x1 ff3xx
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Appendix C: Quick Basic programs

C.l Quick basic program for data analysis for 1997 data set.
‘cp97c.bas

‘Barbara Trost 
‘NOX data from CPO 97

‘Choose in Zerocond and main program the respective lines for March 97 
‘and April 97, then run program in 2 steps

DECLARE SUB RENAME () 
DECLARE SUB WRITETOFILE () 
DECLARE SUB HOURDAY () 
DECLARE SUB ZEROCOND () 
DECLARE SUB MAKEVAR () 
DECLARE SUB CALCALC () 
DECLARE SUB XCALCALC () 
DECLARE SUB TEMPFILE() 
DECLARE SUB NOCALCL () 
DECLARE SUB NOCALC2 () 
DECLARE SUB NOCALC3 () 
DECLARE SUB NOCALC4 () 
DECLARE SUB TITRATION () 
DECLARE SUB FILENAMES () 
DECLARE SUB N02CALC1() 
DECLARE SUB N02CALC2() 
DECLARE SUB N02CALC3() 
DECLARE SUB N02CALC4()

‘makes DOY
‘sets variables at their initial value 
‘names variables fo r columns

‘This part declares the subroutines o f the program:
‘ Write tofile —  creates various files
‘Hourday —  creates Julian day and decimal hour
‘Zerocond —  declares the initial variables, the file from which to read
‘Makevar —  marks the values in the columns to be saved

DIM SHARED dat(20), Xdat(20), cal(20), Xcal(20)
COMMON SHARED file$, date2$, JULDAY, PRESSFILE$, FLOWFILE$
COMMON SHARED FILEPATH$, LINE$/ OLDSEC, SN02, SNOONSAVE
COMMON SHARED mode, zerop, measp, SECONDS, airflow, calflow, o3flow
COMMON SHARED NEWDAY, OUTLIN$, CH$, colnum, ZEROEFF, SNO, DELTANO
COMMON SHARED CONVEFF, AAIR, ACAL, BAIR, BCAL NOXMIX, calfacx
COMMON SHARED zero, zerostd, meas, measstd, jno2up, jno2down, calfac
COMMON SHARED NOMIX, NOFILE$, NOCONC, NOADD, N02ADD N02BACKGRD
COMMON SHARED CALNOMEAS, CALNOZERO, SNOSAVE
COMMON SHARED NOXCAL$, N02C0NC, N02FILE$, airfacX, calfacX
COMMON SHARED l i g h t ,  L IG H T F IL E $, a i r f a c ,  SNOON

CALL ZEROCOND

‘opens sequential file and steps through it to 
‘readfile names and open data files

OPEN file$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
DO UNTIL EOF(1)
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INPUT #1, INFILE$1, ' JUNK, JUNK', JUNK-, JUNK, JUNK 
INFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + INFILE$ + ".PRN"

OPEN INFILE$ FOR INPUT AS #2

‘ creates various files for QC and other data 
CALL FILENAMES

‘make sure all files are closed 
CLOSE #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11

‘open files for output
•OPEN PRESSFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #4 
'OPEN FLOWFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #5 
'OPEN LIGHTFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #6
'OPEN DATAFILES $ FOR APPEND AS #7
'OPEN CALFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #8 
'OPEN NOFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #9
'OPEN NOXCAL$ FOR APPEND AS #10
OPEN N02FILE$ FOR APPEND AS #11

‘reads date out of header, throw away all other lines
LINE INPUT #2, JUNK$
LINE INPUT #2, JUNK$
LINE INPUT #2, date2$ 'readsdate
FOR i = 4 TO 7 'goes to row 8 for data
LINE INPUT #2, LINE$

IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 100

NEXT i

OLDSEC = 0 
NEWDAY = 0

CALL TEMPFILE 
CLOSE #2
OPEN "TEMP.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #2

‘name all columns in temporary file  
CALL MAKEVAR

‘f i l l  step through lines andfind cal data

‘make Julian day and
‘make sure the date changes in the files and after power outages

FOR i = 0 TO colnum
INPUT #2, dat (i ) ‘temporarily stores NO data from line 1
NEXT i
FOR i =  0 TO colnum ‘temporarily stores NOx data from line 2 
INPUT #2, Xdat(i)
NEXT i
FOR i =  0 TO colnum ‘temporarily stores cal NO data from line 3 
INPUT #2, cal (I)
NEXT i

DO UNTIL EOF(2)

FOR i = 0 TO colnum ‘temporarily stores cal NOx data from line 4
INPUT #2, Xcal(i)



NEXT i

‘now file  is without header
\fill write infileS into a temporary file which is going to be ‘comma delimited

CALL HOURDAY

‘calculate col data
'IF (cal(O) = 13) THEN 
'CALNOMEAS = cal(4)
'CALNOZERO = cal(l)
'PRINT "CALNOZERO”, cal(l)
'CALL CALCALC 
'PRINT "SNO", SNO 
'PRINT "SNOON", SNOON 
'SNOSAVE = SNO 
'SNOONSAVE * SNOON 
'END IF

'IF (Xcal(O) = 5) THEN 'CALL XCALCALC 
'SNOONSAVE = SNOON 
'PRINT "SNOONSAVE SNOONSAVE
'END IF
'IF (cal(O) = 9) THEN 
'CALL TITRATION 
'PRINT "SN02", SN02 
'PRINT "CONVEFF", CONVEFF 
'END IF

‘calculate NO data with fit-functions for S(NO) and Zero-eff
'IF (dat(O) = 15) OR (dat(O) = 11) THEN 

'IF JULDAY < 92.35 THEN 
'CALL NOCALCL 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >= 92.35 AND JULDAY <97.9 THEN 
'CALL NOCALC2 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >97.9 THEN 
'CALL NOCALC3 
'END IF

'END IF1

‘calculate N 02 data w/fiit functions for SNO, SNOON, CONVEFF 
IF (Xdat(O) = 3) OR (Xdat(O) = 7) THEN 
IF JULDAY < 9 1  THEN

CALL N02CALC1
'PRINT "ZEROEFF" , ZEROEFF
'PRINT "SNO", SNO
'PRINT "SNOON", SNOON
'PRINT "CONVEFF" , CONVEFF
'PRINT "NOCONC", NOCONC
'PRINT "N02C0NC" , N02C0NC
'PRINT "XDAT-M", Xdat(meas)
'PRINT "XDAT-Z", Xdat(zero)
END IF

IF JULDAY >= 91 AND JULDAY < 92.35 THEN 
CALL N02CALC2 
END IF
IF JULDAY >= 92.35 AND JULDAY <97.9 THEN CALL N02CALC3 
END IF
IF JULDAY >= 97.9 THEN CALL N02CALC4 
END IF
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END IF
'CALL WRITETOFILE 
CALL RENAME

LOOP

‘set infile back to zero and go back to next line in sequential ‘data 
100 INFILE$ = ""
CLOSE #2 
LOOP
CLOSE #1, #2, #3, #4, #S, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11 
END
SUB CALCALC
'ZEROEFF - 1 - ((cal(ZERO) - dat(ZERO)) / (cal(MEAS) dat(MEAS)))

calfac = ACAL + cal(calflow) * BCAL 
airfac * AAIR + (cal(airflow) * BAIR * 10)

NOMIX = calfac * DELTANO / airfac 
SNO = (cal(meas) - dat(meas)) / NOMIX

calfacX = ACAL + Xcal(calflow) BCAL 
airfacX = AAIR + (Xcal(airflow) BAIR * 10)
NOXMIX = calfacX DELTANO / airfacX
SNOON = (Xcal(meas) - xdat(meas)) / NOXMIX

'WRITE #8, JULDAY, ZEROEFF, SNO

END SUB
SUB FILENAMES

‘March files
1 PRESSFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "P_3.PRN"
1FLOWFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "F_3.PRN"
1LIGHTFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "L_3.PRN"
1 DATAFILES$ = FILEPATH$ + "D3.PRN”
'CALFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "XCAL3.PRN"
1NOFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N03.PRN"
1NOXCAL$ = FILEPATH$ + "NOXCAL3.PRN"
1N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N02_3.PRN"
'N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "TST2_3.PRN" 'testfile

‘April files
1PRESSFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "P_4.PRN"
1 FLOWFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + lf,F_4.PRN"
'LIGHTFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "L_4.PRN"
'DATAFILES$ = FTLEPATH$ + "D4.PRN"
' CALFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "XCAL4 . PRN"
'NOFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N04.PRN"
1NOXCAL$ = FILEPATH$ + "NOXCAL4.PRN"
N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N02_4.PRN"
END SUB
SUB HOURDAY

‘This routine extracts the hour and day from the data stream ‘and converts it into 24 hour time andjulian day

‘First, extract useful numbers from the text 
MONTH - VAL(MID$(date2$, 13, 2))
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DAY = VAL(MID$(date2$, 16, 3))
‘Finally, figure out the julian day (by the way, this is fo r  ‘1997 and 1998)

IF dat(SECONDS) < OLDSEC THEN NEWDAY = 1

'DHOUR = dat (SECONDS) (86400) decimal hour, fo r NO data 
DHOUR Xdat (SECONDS) (86400) ’decimal hour, fo r NOx data

OLDSEC = dat(SECONDS)
SELECT CASE MONTH 
CASE 1
JULDAY = 0 + DAY
CASE 2
JULDAY = 31 •t DAY
CASE 3
JULDAY = 59 f DAY
CASE 4
JULDAY = 90 •■f DAY
CASE 5
JULDAY = 120 + DAY
CASE 6
JULDAY = 151 + DAY
CASE 7
JULDAY = 181 + DAY
CASE 8
JULDAY = 212 + DAY
CASE 9
JULDAY = 243 + DAY
CASE 10
JULDAY = 273 + DAY
CASE 11
JULDAY = 304 + DAY
CASE 12
JULDAY = 334 + DAY
END SELECT

JULDAY = JULDAY + DHOUR + NEWDAY
END SUB
SUB MAKEVAR

colnum = 14

mode = 0 
zerop - 3 
measp = 6 
SECONDS = 7 
airflow = 8 
calflow = 9 
o3flow = 10 
light = 11 
zero = 1 
zerostd = 2 
meas = 4 
measstd = 5 
jno2up = 12 
jno2down = 13

END SUB

SUB N02CALC1
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ZEROEFF = 1.071 - .003318 JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07 * (JULDAY 
* JULDAY * JULDAY)

SNO = -103.1 + 3.992 * JULDAY - .04905 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001991 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)

SNOON = -103.05 + 3.992 * JULDAY - .04905 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001991 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)

CONVEFF = .5902 - .0032 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC /

CONEFF)

WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC
END SUB
SUB N02CALC2
ZEROEFF « 1.071 - .003318 * JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07 * 

(JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -103.1 + 3.992 * JULDAY - .04905 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001991 * (JULDAY * 

JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNOON - -103.05 + 3.992 * JULDAY - .04905 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001991 * (JULDAY * 

JULDAY * JULDAY)
CONVEFF = .4607 - .0018 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 

CONVEFF)

WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC
END SUB

SUB N02CALC3

ZEROEFF = 1.071 - .003318 * JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07 * 
(JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)

SNO = 4.042207 + (4.166323 - 4.042207) / (97.91454 - 92.0278) * (JULDAY - 92.0278) 
SNOON = 4.092207 + (4.186323 - 4.092207) / (97.91454 - 92.02782) * (JULDAY - 92.0278) 
CONVEFF = .4607 - .0018 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC - ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 

CONVEFF)

WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC
END SUB

SUB N02CALC4
ZEROEFF = 1.071 - .003318 * JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07 

* (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -65.46 + 1.8589 * JULDAY - .01649 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) +

4.869E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNOON = -65.44 + 1.8589 * JULDAY - .01649 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + 4.869E-05 * (JULDAY * 

JULDAY * JULDAY)
CONVEFF * .4607 - .0018 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC - ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 

CONVEFF)
WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC 

END SUB
SUB NOCALCL1
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ZEROEFF = 1.071 - .003318 * JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07
* (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -103.1 + 3.992 JULDAY - .04905 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001991 * (JULDAY * JULDAY

* JULDAY)
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC
END SUB

SUB NOCALC2
ZEROEFF = 1.071 - .003318 * JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07 (JULDAY

* JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = 4.042207 + (4.166323 - 4.042207) / (97.91454 - 92.0278) * (JULDAY - 92.0278) 
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)

WRITE #9, JULDAY.. NOCONC
END SUB

SUB NOCALC3
ZEROEFF = 1.071 - .003318 * JULDAY + 4.292E-05 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.829E-07 (JULDAY

* JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -65.46 + 1.8589 * JULDAY - .01649 * (JULDAY JULDAY) + 4.869E-05 * (JULDAY * 

JULDAY * JULDAY)
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC

END SUB

SUB RENAME
FOR i = 0 TO colnum
dat(i) = Xdat(i)
Xdat(i) = cal(i) 
cal(i) = Xcal(i)
NEXT i  
END SUB

SUB TEMPFILE

OPEN "TEMP.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
DO
INPUT #2, LINE$
OUTLIN$ = ""
FOR j = 1 TO LEN(LINE$)

CH$ = MID$(LINE$, j, 1)
IF ASC(CH$) 9 THEN
OUTLIN$ * OUTLIN$ +
ELSE
OUTLIN$ = OUTLIN$ + CH$
END IF 
NEXT j
PRINT #3, OUTLIN$

LOOP WHILE (NOT (EOF(2)))
CLOSE #2 
CLOSE #3
END SUB

SUB TITRATION
calfac = ACAL + cal(calflow) * BCAL 
airfac * AA IR  + (cal(airflow) * BA IR  * 10)
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NOMIX = calfac * DELTANO / airfac 
fill NO add in titration
NOADD = NOMIX * (cal(meas) - cal(zero)) / (CALNOMEAS CALNOZERO)
llli N02 in titration

N02ADD = NOMIX - NOADD

' Background to N 02 measurements 
N02BACKGRD = SNOSAVE * NOADD + Xdat(meas)
SN02 = (Xcal(meas) - N02BACKGRD) / N02ADD 
CONVEFF = SN02 / SNOONSAVE
WRITE #10, JULDAY, SNOSAVE, SNOONSAVE, SN02, CONVEFF

END SUB

SUB WRITETOFILE
'WRITE #4, JULDAY, dat(mode), dat(zerop), dat(measp)
'WRITE #5, JULDAY, dat(mode), dat(airflow), dat(calflow), dat(o3flow)
'WRITE #6, JULDAY, dat(mode), dat(light)
'WRITE #7, JULDAY, dat(mode), dat(ZERO), dat(zerostd), dat(MEAS), dat(measstd),

dat(jno2up), dat(j no2down)

END SUB
SUB XCALCALC
IcalfacX = ACAL + Xcal(calflow) BCAL
lairfacx = AAIR + (Xcal(airflow) BAIR *10)
'NOXMIX calfac * DELTANO / airfac

ISNOON (Xcal(meas) - Xdat(meas)) / NOXMIX 
-WRITE #8, JULDAY, SNOON

END SUB
SUB ZEROCOND

'this routine sets all common variables to their initial value

NEWDAY = 0
ACAL =  . 1 9 6 3 6 5  'Intercept fo r NO cal mfc calibration CPO 97
BCAL =  2 . 3 6 7 9 5  ‘Slope of NO cal mfc calibration CPO 97

AAIR =  3 5 . 9 6 7 4 2  ‘Intercept for sample mfc calibration CPO 9 7
BAIR = 2 0 9 . 8 5 9 4  ‘Slope for sample mfc calibration CPO 9 7

DELTANO =  3 2 2 0 0 0 0  'concentration o f Scott-Marrin Cyl CPO 97 and CPO 98
FILEPATH$ =  ' I C : \Q B 4 5 \D A T A \"  'path for CP097 data

' file$ = FILEPATH$ + "TEST. TXT" '.CONTAINS ONLY 2 FILES
, file$ =  FILEPATH$ +  "MAIN3.TXT" 'sequential file  fo r  March97

file$ =  FILEPATH$ +  "MATN4a.TXT" 'sequentialfile fo r April 97
' file$ = FILEPATH$ + "MAIN 4 . TXT" 'sequential file  fo r  April 97

CLOSE #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11 
END SUB
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C.2 Quick Basic program for analysis of 1998 data set and S/S count filter

'S/Scount check program
‘This program is to find the SIS ecxeedances per hour for NO "'land N 02 minute averages Ulcpo98

'Barbara Trost 
‘NOX data from CPO 98

'Choose in Zerocond and main program the respective lines for March 98 and April 98, then run program in 2 steps I

DECLARE SUB RENAME ()
DECLARE SUB WRITETOFILE ()
DECLARE SUB HOURDAY 0
DECLARE SUB ZEROCOND 0
DECLARE SUB MAKEVAR 0
DECLARE SUB CALCALC 0
DECLARE SUB XCALCALC 0
DECLARE UB TEMPFILE 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALCL 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALC2 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALC3 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALC4 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALCS 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALC6 0
DECLARE SUB NOCALC7 0
DECLARE SUB FILENAMES ()
DECLARE SUB TITRATION ()
DECLARE SUB N02CALC1 0
DECLARE SUB N02CALC2 0
DECLARE SUB N02CALC3 0
DECLARE SUB N02CALC4 0
DECLARE SUB N02CALC5 0
DECLARE SUB N02CALC6 0
DECLARE SUB N02CALC7 0

‘makes DOY
‘sets variables at their initial value 
‘names variables for columns

‘This part declares the subroutines o f the program:
‘ Write tofile —  creates various files
‘Hourday —  creates Julian day and decimal hour
‘Zerocond —  declares the initial variables, the file from which to read
‘Makevar —  marks the values in the columns to be saved

DIM SHARED dat 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED 
COMMON SHARED

(20), Xdat(20), cal(20), Xcal(20)
file$, date2$, JULDAY, PRESSFILE$, FLOWFILE$, LIGHTFILE$ 
mode, zerop, measp, SECONDS, airflow, calflow, o3flow 
NEWDAY, OUTLIN$, CH$, colnum, ZEROEFF, SNO, DELTANO, ACAL, BCAL 
zero, zerostd, meas, measstd, jno2up, jno2down, calfac, airfac 
NOMIX, NOFILE$, NOCONC, SNOON, NOXMIX, calfacX, airfacX 
SN02, NOXCAL$, SNOSAVE, SNOONSAVE, CONVEFF, CALNOZERO, CALNOMEAS 
NOADD, N02ADD, N02BACKGRD, FILEPATH$, LINE$, light, OLDSEC 
AAIR, BAIR, N02C0NC, N02FILE$

CALL ZEROCOND

‘opens sequential file and steps through it to 
‘read file names and open data files

OPEN file$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
DO UNTIL EOF(1)



INPUT #1, INFILE$',' JUNK, JUNK1, JUNK-, JUNK, JUNK 
INFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + INFILE$ + ".PRN"
OPEN INFILE$ FOR INPUT AS #2

‘ creates various files for QC and other data 
CALL FILENAMES

‘make sure all files are closed 
CLOSE #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11

‘open files for output 
'OPEN PRESSFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #4 
'OPEN FLOWFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #5 
'OPEN LIGHTFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #6
'OPEN DATAFILES $ FOR APPEND AS #7
'OPEN CALFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #8 
'OPEN NOFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #9
'OPEN NOX CAL $ FOR APPEND AS #10
OPEN N02FILE$ FOR APPEND AS #11

‘reads date out o f header, throw away all other lines

LINE INPUT #2, JUNK$
LINE INPUT #2, JUNK$
LINE INPUT #2, date2$
FOR i = 4 TO 7 
LINE INPUT #2, LINE$

IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 100
NEXT i
OLDSEC = 0 
NEWDAY = 0

*now file is without header 
fill write infile$ into a temporary file which is going to be 'comma delimited

CALL TEMPFILE 
CLOSE #2
OPEN "TEMP.DAT” FOR INPUT AS #2

'name all columns in temporary file  
C A LL  MAKEVAR

f i ll  step through lines and find cal data

FOR i = 0 TO colnum
INPUT # 2, da t (i) 'temporarily stores NO data from line 1
NEXT i
FOR i =  0 TO colnum 'temporarily stores NOx data from line 2 
INPUT #2, Xdat(i)
NEXT i
FOR i =  0 TO colnum 'temporarily stores cal NO data from line 3 
INPUT #2, cal(i)
NEXT i

DO UNTIL EOF(2)

FOR i = 0 TO colnum 'temporarily stores cal NOx data from line 4
INPUT #2, Xcal(i)
NEXT I

'reads date
'goes to row 8 for data



'n o w  f i l e  i s  w i t h o u t  h e a d e r  
' f i l l  w r i t e  i n f i l e $  i n t o  a t e m p o r a r y  f i l e  w h i c h  i s  g o i n g  t o  b e  'comma d e l i m i t e d  

CALL HOURDAY

' c a l c u l a t e  c a l  d a t a
'IF (cal(0) = 13) THEN 
'CALNOMEAS = cal(4) 
'CALNOZERO = cal(l)
'CALL CALCALC 
'SNOSAVE = SNO 
'SNOONSAVE = SNOON 
'PRINT "NOMIX:", NOMIX 
'PRINT SNO 
'PRINT SNOON 
'END IF

'IF (Xcal(0) = 5) THEN 
'CALL XCALCALC 
'END IF

'IF (cal(0) = 9) THEN 
'CALL TITRATION 
'PRINT "SN02", SN02 
'PRINT "CONVEFF", CONVEFF 
'END IF

' c a l c u l a t e  NO d a t a  w i t h  f i t - f u n c t i o n s  f o r  S (NO) a n d  Z e r o - e f f  
'IF (dat(0) = 15) OR (dat(0) = 11) THEN 

'IF JULDAY < 7 5  THEN 
'CALL NOCALC1 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >= 75 AND JULDAY < 80.14 THEN 
'CALL NOCALC2 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >= 80.14 AND JULDAY < 82.41 THEN 
'CALL NOCALC3 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >= 82.41 AND JULDAY < 85 THEN 
'CALL NOCALC4 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >=85 AND JULDAY < 104 THEN 
'CALL NOCALC5 
'END IF
'IF JULDAY >= 104 AND JULDAY < 104.94 THEN
'CALL NOCALC6 
'END IF 
'IF JULDAY >= 
'CALL NOCALC7 
'END IF

104.94 THEN

' c a l c u l a t e  N02 d a t a  w /  f i t  f u n c t i o n s  f o r  SNO, SNOON, CONVEFF

IF (Xdat(0) = 3) OR (Xdat(0) = 7) THEN 
IF JULDAY < 7 5  THEN
CALL N02CALC1 
END IF
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IF JULDAY >= 75 AND JULDAY < 80.14 THEN 
CALL N02CALC2 
END IF
IF JULDAY >= 80.14 AND JULDAY < 82.41 THEN 
CALL N02CALC3 
END IF
IF JULDAY >= 82.41 AND JULDAY < 8 5  THEN 
CALL N02CALC4 
END IF
IF JULDAY >=85 AND JULDAY < 104 THEN 
CALL N02CALC5 
END IF
IF JULDAY >= 104 AND JULDAY < 104.94 THEN 
CALL N02CALC6 
END IF
IF JULDAY >= 104.94 THEN 
CALL N02CALC7 
END IF

END IF

CALL WRITETOFILE 
CALL RENAME

LOOP

' s e t  i n f i l e  b a c k  t o  z e r o  a n d  g o  b a c k  t o  n e x t  l i n e  i n  s e q u e n t i a l  ' d a t a  
100 INFILE$ =
CLOSE #2 
LOOP
CLOSE #1, #2, #3, #4, #S, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11 
END

SUB CALCALC

'ZEROEFF = 1 - ((cal(ZERO) - dat(ZERO)) / (cal(MEAS) dat(MEAS))) 
calfac = (cal(calflow) + ACAL) / BCAL 
airfac = (cal(airflow) * 100 + AAIR) / BAIR 

NOMIX = calfac * DELTANO / airfac
SNO = (cal(meas) - dat(meas)) / (calfac * DELTANO / airfac)
calfacX = (Xcal(calflow) + ACAL) / BCAL 
airfacX = (Xcal(airflow) * 100 + AAIR) / BAIR

NOXMIX = calfacX * DELTANO / airfacX

SNOON (Xcal(meas) - Xdat(meas)) NOXMIX

WRITE #10, JULDAY, SNOSAVE, SNOONSAVE, SN02, CONVEFF
END SUB
SUB FILENAMES

'M arch  f i l e s  
1 PRESSFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "P_3.PRN"
'FLOWFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "F_3.PRN"
'LIGHTFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "L_3.PRN"
'DATAFILES$ = FILEPATH$ + "D3.PRN"
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'CALFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "XCAL3.PRN"
' NOFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N03.PRN”'
1NOXCAL$ = FILEPATH$ + "N0XCAL3.PRN"
1N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N02_3.PRN"
'N02FILE$ =* FILEPATH$ + ”TEST_8.PRN”

' A p r i l  f i l e s  
'PRESSFILE$ = FILF-PATH$ + ”P_4.PRN"
' FLOWFILE$ = FILE PATH $ + "F__4.PRN"
'LIGHTFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "IL_4.PRN"
1 DATAFILES$ = FILEPATH$ + "D4.PRN”
'CALFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + ”XCAL4a.PRN”
1CALFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "XCAL4b.PRN"
’NOFILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N04.PRN”
’NOXCAL$ = FILEPATH$ + "N0XCAL4A.PRN” 
'NOXCAL$ = FILEPATH$ + "N0XCAL4B.PRN” 
'N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + ”N02_4a.PRN”
'N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + ”N02_4b.PRN” 
N02FILE$ = FILEPATH$ + "N02 4c.PRN"

END SUB 

SUB HOURDAY
' T h i s  r o u t i n e  e x t r a c t s  t h e  h o u r  a n d  d a y  f r o m  t h e  d a t a  s t r e a m  ' a n d  c o n v e r t s  i t  i n t o  24  

h o u r  t i m e  a n d  j u l i a n  d a y  

' F i r s t ,  e x t r a c t  u s e f u l  n u m b e r s  f r o m  t h e  t e x t  
MONTH « VAL(MID$(date2$, 13, 2))
DAY = VAL(MID$(date2$, 16, 3))
' F i n a l l y ,  f i g u r e  o u t  t h e  j u l i a n  d a y  ( b y  t h e  w a y ,  t h i s  i s  f o r  ' 1 9 9 7  a n d  1 9 9 8 )

IF dat(SECONDS) < OLDSEC THEN NEWDAY = 1

'DHOUR = dat (SECONDS) (86400) ' d e c i m a l  h o u r ,  f o r  NO d a t a
DHOUR Xdat(SECONDS) (86400) 1d e c i m a l  h o u r ,  f o r  NOx d a t a
OLDSEC = dat(SECONDS)
SELECT CASE MONTH 
CASE 1
JULDAY = 0 + DAY 
CASE 2
JULDAY = 31 + DAY 
CASE 3
JULDAY = 59 + DAY 
CASE 4
JULDAY = 90 + DAY 
CASE 5
JULDAY = 120 + DAY
CASE 6
JULDAY = 151 + DAY
CASE 7
JULDAY = 181 + DAY
CASE 8
JULDAY = 212 + DAY
CASE 9
JULDAY = 243 + DAY
CASE 10
JULDAY * 273 + DAY
CASE 11
JULDAY = 304 + DAY
CASE 12
JULDAY = 334 + DAY
END SELECT
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JU LD A Y  = JU LD A Y  + DHOUR +  NEWDAY

END SUB
SUB MAKEVAR

colnum = 14

mode = 0 
zerop = 3 
measp = 6 
SECONDS - 7 
airflow = 8 
calflow = 9 
o3flow = 10 
light = 11 
zero = 1 
zerostd = 2 
meas = 4 
measstd = 5 
jno2up * 12 
jno2down = 13
END SUB
SUB N02CALC1
ZEROEFF * 1.756 - .0028 * JULDAY + .0003188# (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.109E-06 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO * -113.7 + 5.132 * JULDAY - .07426 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0003562 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNOON = -113.65 + 5.132 * JULDAY - .07426 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0003562 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
CONVEFF * .9492 - .00835 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC - ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
CONVEFF)

WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC
END SUB
SUB N02CALC2
ZEROEFF = 1.756 - .0028 * JULDAY + .0003188# * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.109E-06*(JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO - 3.759255 + (3.917867 - 3.759255) / (85.03502 - 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277)
SNOON = 3.80978S + (3.989607 - 3.809785) / (85.16046 - 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09227)

CONVEFF = .468 - .00195 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
CONVEFF)
WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC 
END SUB
SUB N02CALC3 
ZEROEFF = .988752314#
SNO = 3.759255 + (3.917867 - 3.759255) / (85.03502 - 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277)
SNOON = 3.809785 + (3.989607 - 3.809785) / (85.16046 - 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277)
CONVEFF = .468 - .00195 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
CONVEFF)
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WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02C0NC 
END SUB
SUB N02CALC4
ZEROEFF = 1.903 - .002927 * JU LD A Y  + .0003094# * (JU L D A Y  *  JU LD A Y ) 1.078E-06 *
*(JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = 3.759255 + (3.917867 - 3.759255) / (85.03502 - 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277) 
SNOON = 3.809785 + (3.989607 - 3.809785) / (85.16046 - 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277)
CONVEFF = .468 - .00195 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
conveff)
WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC 
END SUB

SUB N02CALC5
ZEROEFF = 1.903 - .002927 * JULDAY + .0003094# * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.078E-06 * 
(JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -94.92 + 3.173 * (JULDAY) - .03379 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001193 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNOON = -94.85 + 3.173 * JULDAY) - .03379 (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001193 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
CONVEFF = .468 - .00195 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF *SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
conve f f)

WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC
END SUB

SUB N02CALC6
ZEROEFF = 1.903 - .002927 JULDAY + .0003094# (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.078E-06 * (JULDAY * 
JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = 3.79449 + (3.732172 3.79449) / (118.894 104.0515) * (JULDAY - 104.0515)
SNOON = 3.895756 + (3.790661 - 3.895756) / (118.894 - 105.4401) * (JULDAY - 105.4401) 
CONVEFF - .468 - .00195 * JULDAY
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
conveff)

WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC
END SUB
SUB N02CALC7
ZEROEFF = .992879825# + (.9948501 - .992879825#) / (118.894 - 104.9354) * (JULDAY -
104.9354)
SNO = 3.79449 + (3.732172 - 3.79449) / (118.894 - 104.0515) (JULDAY - 104.0515)
SNOON = 3.895756 + (3.790661 - 3.895756) / (118.894 - 105.4401) * (JULDAY - 105.4401) 
CONVEFF = .468 - .00195 * JULDAY
NOCONC « (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
N02CONC = ((Xdat(meas) - Xdat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNOON * CONVEFF)) - (NOCONC / 
CONVEFF)
WRITE #11, JULDAY, NOCONC, N02CONC 
END SUB
SUB NOCALCL
ZEROEFF = 1.756 - .0028 * JU LD A Y  + .0003188# * (JU LD A Y  * JU LD A Y ) - 1.109E-06 * (JU LD A Y
* JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -113.7 + 5.132 JULDAY - .07426 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0003562 * (JULDAY * JULDAY
*  JU LD A Y )
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC
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END SUB 
SUB NOCALC2
ZEROEFF = 1.756 - .0028 * JULDAY + .0003188# * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.109E-06 * (JULDAY 
* JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = 3.759255 + (3.917867 - 3.759255) / (85.03502 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277)
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC
END SUB

SUB NOCALC3 
ZEROEFF = .988752314#
SNO - 3.759255 + (3.917867 - 3.759255) / (85.03502 - 75.09277) * (JULIDAY 75.09277) 
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC
END SUB
SUB NOCALC4
ZEROEFF * 1.903 - .002927 * JULDAY + .0003094# * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.078E-06 
* (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = 3.759255 + (3.917867 - 3.759255) / (85.03502 75.09277) * (JULDAY - 75.09277) 
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC

END SUB
SUB NOCALC5
ZEROEFF = 1.903 - .002927 * JULDAY + .0003094# * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.078E-06
* (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO = -94.92 + 3.173 (JULDAY) .03379 * (JULDAY * JULDAY) + .0001193 *
* (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC

END SUB

SUB NOCALC6
ZEROEFF = 1.903 - .002927 * JULDAY + .0003094# * (JULDAY * JULDAY) - 1.078E-06
* (JULDAY * JULDAY * JULDAY)
SNO - 3.79449 + (3.732172 3.79449) / (118.894 - 104.0515) * (JULDAY - 104.0515)
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC
END SUB
SUB NOCALC7
ZEROEFF = .992879825# + (.9948501# - .992879825#) / (118.894 -104.9354) * (JULDAY -
104.9354)
SNO = 3.79449 + (3.732172 - 3.79449) / (118.894 - 104.0515) (JULDAY - 104.0515)
NOCONC = (dat(meas) - dat(zero)) / (ZEROEFF * SNO)
WRITE #9, JULDAY, NOCONC
END SUB

SUB RENAME
FOR i = 0 TO colnum
dat(i) = Xdat(i)
Xdat(i) = cal(i) 
cal(i) = Xcal(i)
NEXT i 
END SUB



SUB TEMPFILE
OPEN "TEMP.DAT” FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
DO
INPUT #2, LINE$
OUTLIN$ = ""
FOR j - 1 TO LEN(LINE$)
CH$ = MID$(LINE$, j, 1)
IF ASC(CH$) = 9 THEN 
OUTLIN$ = OUTLIN$ + "
ELSE
OUTLIN$ = OUTLIN$ + CH$
END IF

NEXT j
PRINT #3, OUTLIN$
LOOP WHILE (NOT (EOF(2))) 
CLOSE #2 
CLOSE #3
END SUB
SUB TITRATION 
’NO a d d  i n  t i t r a t i o n
NOADD = NOMIX * (cal(meas) - cal(zero)) / (CALNOMEAS - CALNOZERO) 
'N02 i n  t i t r a t i o n  
N02ADD = NOMIX - NOADD
'B a c k g r o u n d  t o  N02 m e a s u r e m e n t s  
N02BACKGRD = SNOSAVE * NOADD + Xdat(meas) 
SN02 = (Xcal(meas) - N02BACKGRD) / N02ADD 
CONVEFF = SN02 / SNOONSAVE
WRITE #10, JULDAY, 
END SUB
SUB WRITETOFILE 
’WRITE #4, JULDAY, 
’WRITE #5, JULDAY, 
’WRITE #6, JULDAY, 
’WRITE #7, JULDAY,

SNOSAVE, SNOONSAVE, SN02, CONVEFF

dat(mode), 
dat(mode), 
dat(mode), 
dat(mode),

dat(jno2up), dat(jno2down)

dat(zerop), dat(measp)
dat(airflow),dat(calflow), dat(o3flow) 
dat(light)
dat(ZERO), dat(zerostd), dat(MEAS), dat(measstd),

END SUB
SUB XCALCALC
’calfac = (cal(calflow) + ACAL) / BCAL 
’airfac = (cal(airflow) * 100 + AAIR) / BAIR 
’NOMIX = calfac * DELTANO / airfac 
’SNOON = (Xcal(meas) - Xdat(meas)) / NOMIX 
’WRITE #8, JULDAY, SNOON 
END SUB

SUB ZEROCOND
' t h i s  r o u t i n e  s e t s  a l l  common v a r i a b l e s  t o  t h e i r  i n i t i a l  v a l u e

NEWDAY = 0 
ACAL = .11155 
BCAL = .41626
AAIR = -16.4046 
BAIR = .474818
’DELTANO = 3220000 
DELTANO = 4370000

' ' I n t e r c e p t  f o r  NO c a l  m f c  c a l i b r a t i o n  CPO 98  
' S l o p e  o f  NO c a l  m f c  c a l i b r a t i o n  CPO 98

' I n t e r c e p t  f o r  s a m p l e  m f c  c a l i b r a t i o n  CPO 98  
' S l o p e  f o r  s a m p l e  m f c  c a l i b r a t i o n  CPO 98

' c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  S c o t t - M a r r i n  C y l  CPO 9 1  a n d  CPO 98  
' c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  S c o t t y  NO c y l i n d e r  CPO 98
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F IL E P A T H $  = 1IC:\QB45\DATA98\11 * 'path for CP098 data
file$ FILEPATH$ + "TEST8.TXT” 'CONTAINS ONLY 2 FILES
'file$ FILEPATH$ + "seq3.TXT" 'sequential file for March 98
1file$ FILEPATH$ + "seq4.TXT" 'sequential file for April 98, o..k. for

1file$ FILEPATH$ + f,seq4a .TXT” 'sequential file for April 98 w/ Scott
1file$ FILEPATH$ + "seq4b.TXT" 'sequential file for April 98 wl Scott
file$ FILEPATH$ + "seq4c.TXT” 'up to 4-24

CLOSE #1, #2, #3, #4, #51 #6, #7, #8, #9, #10 
END SUB

133
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Appendix D: PAN model

PAN Decomposition Fortran Program, written by D. Jaffe

CCCC THIS PROGRAM READS ASCII INPUT FILES GENERATED BY 
CCCC JOYCE HARRISS, NOAA-CMDL. THE FILES CONTAIN THE LAT, 
CCCC LONG, ETC. AT 3 HOUR INTERVALS FOR 10 DAY ISENTROPIC 
CCCC BACK-TRAJECTORIES. THIS PROGRAM READS THE INPUT DATA 
CCCC AND THEN QUANTIFIES PAN AND NOX MIXING RATIOS ALONG THE 
CCCC TRAJECTORY PATHWAY. PROGRAM USES INPUT PAN VALUES FROM 
CCCC BERNTSEN AND ISAKSEN, 1997.
CCCC
CCCC PROGRAM WRITTEN BY DAN JAFFE, JAN. 1999 

CHARACTER*20 FILEIN 
CHARACTER*20 FILEOUT
DIMENSION TLAT(100) , TLON(100),P R (100),TMP(100),HGT(100) 
DIMENSION PAN(100),ANOX(100)
WRITE(*,2)

2 FORMAT(' PROGRAM TO READ IN ISENTROPIC TRAJECTORY DATA 1) 
WRITE(*,4)

4 FORMAT(' ENTER INPUT FILENAME ')
READ(*,6)FILEIN 

6 FORMAT (A)
OPEN(88,FILE=FILEIN,STATUS='OLD')
WRITE(*,8)

8 FORMAT(' ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE')
READ(*,10)FILEOUT 

10 FORMAT (A)
OPEN(888,FILE=FILEOUT, STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(*,12)

12 FORMAT(' ENTER # OF DAYS OF BACKTRAJ TO INCLUDE ')
READ(*,14)INC 

14 FORMAT(I)
WRITE(*,*)INC 
WRITE(* ,1 6 )

16 FORMAT(' ENTER INITIAL (INTEGER) NOX VALUE (PPTV)')
READ(*,18)NOXI 

18 FORMAT(I) -
WRITE(*,*)NOXI 
ANOXI=NOXI 
WRITE(*,186)

186 FORMAT(' CHEMISTRY ON (0) OR OFF (1)')
READ(*,188)IC 

188 FORMAT(I)
WRITE(*,*)IC
IF(IC.EQ.0)GO TO 190
ID=0
IP=0
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PANF=1.0 
GO TO 726 

190 CONTINUE
WRITE(*, 116)

116 FORMAT(' ENTER PAN FUDGE FACTOR (0-1.0)')
READ(*,118)PANF 

118 FORMAT(F8.3)
WRITE(*, *)PANF 
WRITE(*,712)

712 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT FULL (=1) OR SHORT (=0) DATA OUTPUT?')
READ(*,714)ID 

714 FORMAT(I)
WRITE(*,*)ID 
WRITE(*,716)

716 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT TO SPECIFY PANi (1) OR USE STD GRID (0)?')
READ(*,718)IP 

718 FORMAT(I)
IF(IP.EQ.0)GO TO 726 
WRITE(*,720)

720 FORMAT(' ENTER INITIAL PAN (PPTV) ')
READ(*,722)PANI 

722 FORMAT(F8.3)
726 CONTINUE

DO 999 IJ=l,3000 
CCCC MAX NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES IS 3000 
CCCC NEXT LINE READS IN ONE COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 
CCCC THERE ARE 10 DAYS X 8 STEPS PER DAY + 1 = 81 STEPS 
CCCC FIRST STEP IS END POINT OF TRAJECTORY

READ(88,20,END=1010)ITIM, IHR,THETA,OID,IYR,IMON, IDAY, IFLAG, (TLA
T(I),

1 TLON(I),PR(I),TMP(I),HGT(I),1=1,81)
20 FORMAT (17,12, F5.1, A3,14, 212, Al, 5 (81 (F8.2, IX) ) )

CCCC AT THIS POINT THE FIRST TRAJECTORY HAS BEEN READ IN 
CCCC NOW WE SKIP THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER OF DAYS
CCCC TO IDENTIFY THE STARTING POINT AND ASSIGN ITS INITIAL PAN CONC 
CCC BASED ON PAN VALUES FROM U-OSLO GLOBAL CTM
CCCC Height [km] 

above 45
15-25 25-35 35-45

CCCC 0-1.50 6 22 62 107
CCCC 1.5-3.0 65 123 171 194
CCCC 3.0-6.0 171 233 242 237
CCCC

J=INC*8+1 
write(*,*)INC,J 
IF(IP.EQ.1)GO TO 734 
IF(TLAT(J ) .LE.2 5)GO TO 
IF(TLAT(J).LE.35)GO TO

26
32

IF(TLAT(J).LE.45)GO TO 38 
CCCC NOW TO ALTITUDE 
CCCC LATITUDE IS G.T. 45

IF(HGT(J).GE.3000)GO TO 22 
GO TO 23
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22 PANI=237.
GO TO 400

23 IF(HGT(J).GE.1500)GO TO 24 
GO TO 25

24 PANI=194.
GO TO 400

25 PANI=107.
GO TO 400

CCCC LATITUDE IS L.T. 25
26 IF(HGT(J).GE.3000)GO TO 27 

GO TO 28
27 PANI=171.

GO TO 400
28 IF(HGT(J).GE.1500)GO TO 29 

GO TO 30
29 PANI=65.

GO TO 400
30 PANI=6.

GO TO 400
CCCC LATITUDE IS BETWEN 25-35
32 IF(HGT(J).GE.3000)GO TO 33 

GO TO 34
33 PANI=233.

GO TO 400
34 IF(HGT(J).GE.1500)GO TO 35 

GO TO 36
35 PANI=123.

GO TO 400
36 PANI=22.

GO TO 400
CCCC LATITUDE IS BETWEEN 35-45
38 IF(HGT(J).GE.3000)GO TO 39 

GO TO 40
39 PANI=242.

GO TO 400
40 IF(HGT(J).GE.1500)GO TO 41 

GO TO 42
41 PANI=171.

GO TO 400
42 PANI=62.

GO TO 400
400 CONTINUE 
734 CONTINUE

write(*,801)pani 
801 format('test22x, f8.3)

CCCC INITIAL PAN (PANI) IS NOW SET 
IF(IC.EQ.1)GO TO 640 
GO TO 676

640 WRITE(888, 674)IYR,IMON, IDAY,IHR, K, TMP(JJ) , PANI 
674 FORMAT(IX,5(15),IX, 2(F8.3))

GO TO 999 
676 CONTINUE
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CCCC NOW COMES MAIN LOOP TO CALC PAN AND NOX CONCS
CCCC AS A FUNCTION OF TIME. USE STD THERMAL PAN DECOMP RATE (S-l)
CCCC
CCCC TO DO THIS, WE WILL CONSIDER TEMP OF EACH 3 HOUR PERIOD AS 
CCCC VALID FOR THE FOLLOWING 3 HOURS (OK, WIMPY I KNOW).
CCCC THIS MEANS, WE WILL REDO THE CALCULATIONS #DAYS*8 TIMES 

PAN(1)=PANI 
ANOX(1)=ANOXI 
TEMP=TMP(J)
LL=0
WRITE(888,877)1YR,IMON,IDAY,IHR,LL,TEMP,PAN(1),ANOX(1),PANF 

877 FORMAT(IX,5(15),IX,4 (F8. 3))
DO 99 K=l,J 

CCCC J IS FIXED, K IS NOT
CCCC NOW NEED THE REVERSE TWIST TO DO THIS FORWARD IN TIME 

JJ=J-K+1 
TK=TMP(JJ)
IF(TK.EQ.0)GO TO 997
DEC=PANF*(4.0E16*EXP(-13600/TK))*3*3600 

CCCC 3 HOUR TIME STEP!!!!
PAN(K+l)=PAN(K)*EXP(-DEC)

CCCC NOX LOSS RATE IS FIXED AT TAU OF 2 DAYS 
ANOX(K)=ANOX(K)*EXP(-5.787e-6*3600*3)
ANOX (K+I) =ANOX (K) +PAN (K) -PAN (K+l)

CCCC WRITE OUT A PAN AND NOX VALUE EVERY 3 HOURS!
CCCC OR WRITE OUT ONLY FINAL VALUE IF SHORT OUTPUT SPECIFIED 

IF(ID.EQ.1)GO TO 740 
IF(K.LT.J)GO TO 99 

740 WRITE(888,874)IYR,IMON,IDAY,IHR,K,TMP(JJ),PAN(K+l),ANOX(K+l) 
874 FORMAT (IX, 5 (15), IX, 3 (F8. 3))
99 CONTINUE
997 WRITE(*,998)
998 FORMAT(' TEMP IS ABSOLUTE ZERO')
999 CONTINUE 

1010 END


